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ABSTRACT
The performance of an on-orbit alignment transfer between 2 Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS)-the Shuttle INS and an experiment INS devised to measure minute
gravitation anomalies-has been analyzed with a Kalman filter estimator design.
A software called ALTRANSS has been developed to implement the dynamic
model. This package can generate and/or process attitude data indicated by the 2
IMUs to estimate errors of the experiment IMU. Computer simulations have shown
that adequate Shuttle maneuvers yield attitude error estimates meeting the given
specifications.
As a result, this transfer alignment methodology provides a viable alternative to
current designs involving the use of extra sensors (star-tracker, GPS antenna).
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Attitude alignment consists in determining the orientation of the inertial reference
frame used by an inertial measurement unit(IMU) with respect to an arbitrary inertial
reference frame. It is an essential step in preparing any IMU for use.
Most Shuttle payloads are instrument packages, like the Gravity Anomaly Exper-
iment of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) or transfer stages, like IUS.
These payloads IMUs are initialized prior to the flight and need an on-orbit update
to give optimal performance.
Two methods currently exist to align the payload inertial reference frame to the
stars:
1. The payload is equipped with additional sensors, such as a star-tracker. This
method is simple but costly.
2. The Shuttle inertial platform is aligned, using the Shuttle star-tracker, and
the alignment is transfered to the payload. This method is complex but less
expensive.
The first procedure was traditionally employed but the trend is to replace it with
tht second, as costs become a prominent issue and reliable techniques are invented.
1.2 Development
This study focuses on the alignment transfer from the Shuttle star-tracker to the pay-
load inertial reference via the Shuttle inertial platform. Mayflower Communications
Company, Inc., is under contract with the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory to design
the Experiment. The mission of this experiment is to detect anomalies in the grav-
itational field of the Earth. The goal is to measure variations of the order of 10-6g
in gravitation. A preliminary study [Upa87] has shown that, in order to achieve this
accuracy, a precision of 1 mrad is required in pointing the accelerometer sensing g.
Rather than realigning the instrument package, it is planned to record a time
history of its actual alignment reference in a file and process alignments and measure-
ments together after the mission to produce correct measurements of gravitation.
The tasks of the mission specialists are:
1. To check that a star-tracker update takes place some time before gravitation
measurements start.
2. To turn on the Experiment IMU (EIMU) and perform a maneuver, as specified
in the next Section.
The instruments are then ready to output sensitive measurements.
1.3 Problem
Three instrument are involved in this study:
* The Space Shuttle Orbiter inertial measurement unit (IMU).
* The star-tracker associated with it, which can be used to align the IMU at any
time in orbit.
* The high quality IMU (EIMU) provided by AFGL, which mu;t be aligned before
the beginning of the experimental period.
As it was said before, it is planned to align the experiment IMU with respect to
the Shuttle IMU rather than provide a dedicated star-tracker. This method, referred
to as transfer alignment, is implemented by measuring a common quantity with both
IMUs. Comparison of the 2 measures will contain some information about the relative
alignment of the two IMUs. Since the IMUs contain gyroscopes, which are sensitive to
rotational motion, transfer alignment can be performed using rotations of the Shuttle.
Translational accelerations, measured by the IMUs accelerometers, could be used as
well, but it is more costly of fuel for the Shuttle to produce significant translational
accelerations than significant rotations. Due to the limitations of measurements (they
always contain errors and noise), the study shall determine if the precision sought is
achievable, and in what conditions, i.e. what kind of rotations should be induced.
A key issue is the fundamental difference between the two IMUs. The Shuttle
IMU is a platform system, for which the gyros serve to maintain the package non-
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rotating with respect to some defined navigation frame. A gimbal system isolates the
platform from vehicle rotations.Vehicle attitude is then derived from signal generators
on the gimbal system. On the other hand, the strapdown EIMU gyros indicate vehicle
rotations directly and their output is processed by a computer into an indication of
the vehicle orientation relative to a defined coordinate frame. The nature of errors is
completely different.
1.4 Approach
The two IMUs measure common rotations of the Shuttle. Each yields a series of
quaternions in the downlist telemetry. The difference between measurements is pro-
cessed into an estimate of the coordinate transformation between them.
The KALMAN Filter methodology has been selected, among others (least squares,
maximum likelihood, etc.) for:
* Its versatility: it requires no conditions on the Shuttle motion. Virtually even
random maneuvers generate useful measurements.
* Its duality: covariance analysis and simulation are provided simultaneously.
Chapter
Modelling of the dynamics
2.1 Presentation of IMUs used in Experiment
2.1.1 Experiment IMU
The packaging of the experiment is positioned in the cargo bay as shown in figure 2.1
Details of its contents appear on figure 2.2. The gyro used is a ring laser, type
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\1 Figure 2.1: Position of experiment on the Shuttle
IMU With Precision Accelerometer '
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Figure 2.2: Experiment package
* Modified NASA OARE Payload
In addition, two errors intervene when the experiment package is mounted in the
cargo bay:
case misal. bias due to mounting error and body flexure a = 1 deg
case random mrisal. due to body flezure a = 1 arc sec
The characteristics of the dynamic component of Shuttle body flexure are not well
documented. A Markov model of this effect was included in this analysis, but the
contribution was essentially eliminated by use of the small standard deviation.
2.1.2 Shuttle IMUs
Specifications are given in [Nat81, chap. 2]. The Space Shuttle contains 3 Singer-
Kearfott IMUs. Each IMU contains 2 two-degrees-of-freedom Gyrofiex gyros (plus
accelerometers). The main sources of error are:
gyro bias drift rate o = 0.022 deg /hr
gyro random drift rate a = 0.004 deg/hr
I
2.2 Definition of 8 coordinate frames
The geometry of INS errors is best described by (small) rotations between coordinate
frames. In this study, eight frames are necessary to include all relevant sources of
errors. They have been represented, as well as angles relating them, on figure 2.3.
Angles have been grossly exaggerated for clarity. The definition of each coordinate
frame follows:
* I is the 'true' inertial reference frame. It is fixed to the stars.
* IE is the inertial reference frame implied by the transformation computed by
the experiment INS. It is intended to be aligned with I.
* IEi,, is the inertial reference frame indicated by the experiment INS at any
time; it differs from IE by the wide-band indication error, in other words the
gyro quantization.
* P is the coordinate frame fixed to the Shuttle IMU stable platform; it is intended
to be aligned with I.
* Bs is the coordinate frame fixed to the Shuttle at the base of the Shuttle IMU.
* Bsi,, is the indicated frame corresponding to Bs. It differs from Bs by the IMU
gimbal angle readout errors. It is evaluated by the flight computer.
* BE, is the nominal coordinate frame fixed to the experiment IMU instrument
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Figure 2.3: Coordinate frames
from that of the axes of the Shuttle IMU base. BE, is fixed and known.
* BE is the actual coordinate frame fixed to the experiment IMU instrument
block. It differs from BE, by the misalignment in mounting and Shuttle flexure
effects.
2.3 Error dynamics
The frames defined in the previous section are not fixed, they rotate relatively to
each other all the time. The behavior of angles-or more precisely, rotation vectors-
transforming from one to another can be represented mathematically by a set of
dynamic equations and initial conditions.
2.3.1 EIMU errors
Start with the most important error, the rotation between I and IE. Denoted FI, this
variable acts as the benchmark of the simulation: its correct tracking means accurate
pointing of the accelerometers, i.e. "feasibility".
Write that its rate of change is the angular velocity of IE in the I coordinate
frame:
S= -w (2.1)
We transform from I to BE coordinates:
(')-= -CE .6•-(BP") (2.2)
Since bw,( is an error quantity and the difference between C 3, and Cl is an error
quantity, to first order:
) C, 6w(L) (2.3)
20
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Now, the experiment IMU gyro drift can be modelled as the sum of three error terms:
6w•") = bE (BE) + nEIB E (2.4)
bE represents the laser gyro bias drift rate:
SbE =0




nE(t) is the laser gyro random walk drift, represented as a white noise. In effect, the
derivative of a random walk is a white noise and the rotation angle exhibits a random
walk. bE, k, nE are the three principal sources of error for the ring laser gyro and
their r-values have been given in Section 2.
I
2.3.2 Shuttle IMU errors
For the Shuttle platform IMU, sources of errors are different, as shown now:
( = 6w( (2.7)
This equation describes the Shuttle IMU gyro drift rate and simply states that the
rate of change of an angle is a rotation rate. Again, use the fact that 6wjp is just an
error quantity and the difference between the I and P frames is also an error quantity,
and write, to first order:
4l= 6w(P (2.8)
The platform gyro error can be decomposed as follows:
6wp = bp + rp (2.9)
where bp is the platform gyro bias drift rate:
bp = 0 (2.10)
and rp is the platform gyro random drift rate, usually modelled as a Markov process.
For a complete description of Markov processes, see [Bro83].
rp -r + n,=
7-vi
i= x,Y,z (2.11)
2.3.3 EIMU misalignment error
When the experiment package is mounted in the cargo bay, it is slightly misaligned
with respect to the nominal case axes. The misalignment is enhanced by the flexure
of the Shuttle during the on-orbit period. Those two effects combine in a total
misalignment error:
E = IEB + 4ER (2.12)
The mounting error and static flexure is a bias:
4E, = 0 (2.13)
The dynamic component of flexure is a slow Markov process (negligible over small
periods of time because it then looks like a bias):
1
4BERi =--En + E,
TEh
7= x1, (, z (2.14)
2.3.4 Indication errors
These are errors in reading out information from the inertial systems. There is one
for each IMU and, as can be expected, the difference between the two IMU systems
(gimbals vs. strapdown) renders them different.
* 6Q is the EIMU gyro quantization error and can be treated as a uniform dis-
tribution. This simply means that for a quantization of, say, 1 mrad., both
measurements 2.6 and 3.4 mrads. would be read as 2 mrads.
* 6G is the error in indicating the transformation CBs due to gimbal angle read-
out errors.
The exact treatment of these errors can be found in [Nat81] and is quite cumber-
some. Instead we may just represent these errors as read-out errors directly in Bs
coordinates:
6Gi = nG i = X, Y, Z (2.15)
where nc is a wide-band (gaussian) indication error reflecting the cumulative effects
of A/D converter error and higher order harmonic errors. nG will be further detailed
in later chapters.
2.3.5 System dynamic matrix
In the previous Subsection, we have introduced eight state vectors, i.e. 24 scalar state
variables: 'I', bE, k, 4Ip, bp, rp, fEB, , ER"
This model is complex enough to handle all types of missions. The last step in this
Chapter is to rewrite the state equations in matrix form in order to allow KALMAN
processing:
0 -C -Cj diag(w(Bw)) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o o 0 o013 13 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0
o 0 0 o o - O 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



























In this chapter, the measurement equation will be derived and will provide, along
with the dynamic equations of chapter 2, a complete description of the system at
hand.
For the sake of convenience, matrix forms have been selected for the manipula-
tions of data, although physical data are expressed in quaternion form. This does




Since the alignment transfer is being analyzed, the star-tracker errors do not need to
be broken down. Instead, the star-tracker will be used to drive the Shuttle platform
IMU to a defined orientation which is the best estimate of the inertial frame (I). The
error generated in the process represents the initial value of the variance of #p, for
which ref. [Nat81] provides numerical values.
A realistic simulation of the star-tracker itself, although not essential for our study,
is possible and implies generating fictitious sky-scapes. These concepts are discussed
in [Nat81, chap. 5] and [MT83].
Star-tracker updates are performed every 12 hours on orbit.
3.1.2 Orbiter IMU
As mentioned earlier, the Shuttle INS contains 3 Singer-Kearfott KT-70 IMUs, each
IMU being gyro-stabilized on 4 gimbals (ref. [SK83, MN83]).
Shuttle attitude is available both on-board and in the down-linked telemetry at
a rate of approximately 1 Hz. It is expressed in the form of a time-tagged Mean-of-
1950 (M50) inertial frame to body quaternion, hereafter referred to as qPBs~,, (t) (or
CBs'"d(t) in matrix notation).
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3.1.3 Experiment IMU
The strapdown ring laser gyro inertial system measures the inertial frame orientation
(IE) with respect to the body-of-experiment (BE) frame, thus yielding time-tagged
qBBI,,R, quaternions. Again, the measurement rate is approximately 1 Hz. The
matrix notation C ' n will be used alternatively. Note that EIMU data are "to




In this section, an equation with the general form:
Z=H- X+n
is obtained through extensive manipulation.
* X is the state vector, defined in Chapter 2.
* W is the observation matrix, to be determined.
* Z is the measurement vector (3 scalars) which is a combination of the physical
measurements described above.
* n is the sensor noise, representing the technical imperfections of measurement
units.
3.2.2 Derivation
The starting point is a group of 3 equations, encompassing all eight coordinate frames
and eight error states defined in Chapter 2.
The first equation is an identity and relates the orientations of the experiment
and Shuttle IMUs:
C C BE BC• n C•P = I  (3.1)
The two other equations relate the indicated values of C~S and C , which are the
only available data, to their "true" counterparts by introducing measurements error
terms:
CBs.d= C BSid C5 s
=CBs (3.2)
C ind = Cind CIB
The nature of indicated errors has been found to be gimbal angles read-out error and
gyro quantization error respectively so we re-write:
C ,, = (I - [ x ]). s
(3.3)
C" = -(I - [6QX ]) -CI
Using the identity:
(I - [6x1)(I + [6bx) = I - [6x]2
the inverse of (I - [6x]) is, to first order, (I + [6x]) and, therefore,
CP BSc s = (I+ [x]).c• • d-C (3.4)
CB = (I [6 Q x]) , CB-B
We also introduce the following equalities, derived from the definitions of the states
__
71, 4 E, 7P4
CI, = I + - x]
=I - [qprx (3.5)
C, = I-[fpx]
Substituting all these in the identity gives:
(I+[eIx])(I+[6Qx])C)C" (I-[fEX )Cf(I+Gx])C (I) I (3.6)
This product can in turn be expanded to first order, neglecting all higher order error
product quantities:
C indC BB CBsp. + Iflx]CJud CB BsidCBB "Bs P BB B s P
X±[6QI ×I dC.Upiud i- CBI'ind B L ' s B+16Q JBB VBs P BB If XI BR-CPiS
+CT "IB .C s" [6G x IC Bsi, -_ IvCB,. CBst [*px]x IBsB, B5BB B P = I (3.7)
Noting that CR"~d BS"CB' d"' iffers from I = C'BC ",B5 S by error quantities
only, it thus has the form:
C-'BiidCBBt C Bsind X (3.8)
I, represents the total error of the system and will be related to the individual errors
defined earlier.
The "short" equation is then substituted 6 times in the " lengthy" equation and
2 nd order terms are again dropped, leaving:
Bx]±[6 x d[ 4 ]EXsCId T CBSid T[ x] CBsd
=I-CIBind CBg C SindBBC~ Bs p
(3.9)
Now error vectors must be coordinatized in a common frame, (I) for simplicity. From
Figure (2.3) it is inferred that:
o 1, is given in I orIE-say I.
* 6Q is given in IE or IE,,,, same as I to first order.
* 9p is given in I orP-say I.
* fE is given in BE oridE--say BE, must be transformed.
* 6, is given in Bs or Bs,.,-say Bs,,,,, must be transformed.
Using the identity:
COt[v(A)XICB T = [V(B)X]
4E(Bo) is transformed to I as follows:
.Bn CA Bind
= [~E(Bwd)X1
= [4E(I)x] to first order
- . - /D, 1 -I_ p.
and 6G(BS in ) similarly gives:
cBsifd T rG(BEj s)X]C ind
p p SCsind [b(BSi.d)X]C B s5idCP p
= [6(P)×]
= [6G()X] to first order
Furthermore, we notice that the right-hand side of Eq.(3.9) is just [I,x]. Thus it
comes:
[4if(')x] + [6Q(I)x] - [4E(')x] + [6G()XI - [4p()x] = [4ox] (3.10)
This equation in cross-product matrices is equivalent to its vector counterpart:
4I(I) + 6Q(I) - + 6G(I) - p(I) = 4F (3.11)
In actual processing of data, 1, will be found from M = I - C•'" CB PCfS"• using
the cross-product definition:
0 -1 ,9Z v
M = 4z 0 
-O 4x
S-- *(I b x 0
I
to write:
,Px = I(M32- M23)
M(M3  ) -  (3.12)
Z , ( = -((21- M 2)
Every vector must be rewritten in the frame for which the model equations are valid.
This implies transforming "E and 6G back to (BE,) and (Bs) respectively: the
measurement errors have been modelled as an independent noise sequence for 6Q and
for 6G.
Also, we now denote Z for 1, to emphasize its role as measurement vector, and
separate the bias and flexure components in 1 E. Altogether, it comes:
4P=(9r - +P - Ci tE •(6Q+ sC lG ) (3.13)
or, in matrix form,
Z=[ 3 03 03 -13 03 03 -C -C ] X+(C' 6q) (3.14)
This is the linearized measurement equation and the measurement sensitivity (or Ob-
servation) matrix is:
7=[ 1 3 03 03 -13 03 03 CB - , -Cs
In this equation, the 4i and 4p states cannot be distinguished. However, defin-
I
ing both state variables rather than just their difference enables one to observe the
platform drift 4p between star-tracker updates.
The equation also gives an upper limit of the precision achievable theoretically
when tracking Ir: it will be the initial value of 1 p, again because the filter cannot




The measurements to be processed in the system simulation are:
* qPBs,,J, representing the indicated transformation from the Shuttle IMU plat-
form to the Shuttle body coordinates at the IMU location.
* qBBrna., representing the indicated transformation from the body coordinates
at the experiment base to the inertial frame.
When processing actual measurements, this part of the study is irrelevant. However,
to evaluate the performance of a filter, measurement simulation is an important step.
The Shuttle IMU and EIMU measurement quaternions will be considered successively
in the next 2 subsections.
3.3.1 Shuttle IMU quaternion
To simulate qPBs, i, first separate the contribution of indication error in it:
qPBi d : qPBs ' qBsBs• d (3.15)
Recall that the indication error qsBsinis due to the gimbal readout error ba, coor-
dinatized in (Bs). Therefore,
[ cos 1





1 6G = UNIT(6G)
6G has been expressed as:
6 Gi = n~G i = X, Y, Z (3.18)
where nG is a wide-band indication error reflecting A/D converter errors and higher
order terms. The a-value is computed in Section 4.4 "Covariance Analysis" so that
6 G values can be generated.
qPBs represents sensor-error-free quaternions and must be propagated in time
because qIBs changes as the Shuttle rotates and qPI changes as the platform gyros
drift:
qPBs = qpI -qzBs (3.19)
Accounting for these effects separately is clearer because qpr represents the rotation
through the negative of 4p platform drift angle, which is a state variable, and is thus
propagated to every measurement point:
qPI = c 1(3.20)
Srepresents the rotationf th  Shu tle body, at the IMU locin )ation, with respect
qIs, represents the rotation of the Shuttle body, at the IMU location, with respect
to inertial coordinates. The definition of (I) is arbitrary here because, as we process
measurements, only the difference between qBss and qrIB matters, and this difference
is initially at least, zero. So without loss of generality (I) and (Bs) can be taken
coincident at initial time:
(3.21)
tl is the time when the Shuttle rotation begi
when the star-tracker update is performed.
We then specify the Shuttle rotation rate
frame relative to (I), coordinatized in (Bs).
simulation, only constant ws are dealt with,
At between 2 measurements is:
ns, which is some time after to, the time
in terms of the rotation rate of the (Bs)
Call it wrBs(Bs), or Ws for short. In the




The Shuttle body attitude at tk+1 is the Shuttle body attitude
I
ql~s0 0 0 O
at tk modified by the motion between tk and tk+l:
qIBs(tk+1) = qBs(tk) 'qSs(tk)Bs(t,+,)
where the change-in-attitude quaternion is given by:
(3.23)qBs(tk)s(tA+)= os )
laes sin 2)
The equations of this section determine completely a qPBss,,, sequence for each run.
3.3.2 EIMU quaternion
The method is similar to that presented for the Shuttle IMU. First, isolate the indi-
cation error contribution:
(3.24)qBSggin, -qBut , q13 rB,",
qIB;i 3, represents the readout error of the experiment INS, namely 6Q , which is
coordinatized in (I).
q9Z7i, d = (3.25)
L16Q sin ( j(
6Q is a random vector chosen independently at each measurement processing time.
qBsI, changes consistently in time due to 3 causes: (BE) rotates relative to (I),
(3.22)
because the Shuttle is rotating and because of the random component of base mis-
alignment, and (IE) drifts relative to (I) due to experiment gyro drift. So expand
qBgI as:
qB&Is = qBBBB, "qBB,B 'BsI qB I " q (3.26)
Consider these terms successively:
* qBlBg,, represents the rotation through the negative of 4 E where
=E : B + *ER
Both 4 E, and 4 E, are state variables and therefore are propagated automati-
cally by the filter. So:
qB = cos 1 (3.27)
-- 1.E sin (U)
* qBB,,s represents a (known) nominal relationship between the coordinate frames
at the nominal orientation of the axes at the experiment and the body axes at
the Shuttle IMU. Without loss of generality, this relationship has been taken
as identity.
* qBsI represents the negative of the rotation from I to Bs. We have analyzed
before the modelling of qIBs recursively. qBsI is therefore easily obtained as
the conjugate of qIBs.
* qu, represents the rotation through 4i, the accumulated drift of the experiment
gyros, which is one of the state variables.
qn,= ) (3.28)
This complete the simulation of qBg , . Practically, simulated measurements are




The dynamics and measurement equations of the on-orbit alignment transfer have
been presented in earlier chapters and describe the system per se. The design
of the KALMAN Filter involves various tasks: discretization, covariance analysis,
propagation-that are now studied.
We come up with a complete model which is later implemented on a digital com-
puter. Techniques used in this chapter are fairly general and can be transposed with
minimal adaptations to a broad range of problems.
42
4.2 Introduction to KALMAN Filtering
This section summarizes important results about KALMAN Filtering techniques. A
more detailed presentation can be found in the engineering litterature, e.g. [Cor88,
pages 102-155] and [Bro83, pages 181-212]. Optimal filtering of a linear system refers
to estimating the current state, based upon all past measurements. Starting with a
dynamic system and a corresponding measurement relationship:
Xk+l = kXk + Wk (4.1)
Zk = HkXk+Vk (4.2)
where:
Xk = (n x 1) state vector at time tk.
k = (n x n) state transition matrix.
wk = (n x 1) driving noise vector-white sequence with known covariance.
k = (m x 1) measurement vector at time tk.
Hk = (m x n) observation matrix.
Vk = measurement noise-white sequence with assumed known covariance
(thus uncorrelated with the wk sequence).
The covariance matrices are defined by:




E[vkvT] = Rk if i = k
1 0 if k




Denoting the estimate prior to the incorporation of the latest measurement with a
'minus' superscript, the estimation error is defined as:
ek =Xk- Xk (4.7)
and a third covariance matrix is introduced, the state error covariance matrix :
Pk- = Elek-ekT (4.8)
An update of the estimate is obtained through blending of the prior estimate and the
latest measurement:
k = k- + Kk(Zk - Hk k-) (4.9)
where Kk is a blending factor matrix to determine in such a fashion that the optimality
criterion be satisfied. Through algebric manipulation, Kk is found to be:
Kk = Pk-HkT(HkPk-HkT + Rk) - 1 (4.10)
and this value is called Kalman gain. The state error covariance for the updated
estimate is:
Pk = (I - KkHk)Pk- (4.11)
Between measurements, the filter propagates both the estimate and error covariance




= 4PkPk1 k T + Qk
(4.12)
(4.13)
On the bottom of this page is a Table summarizing the equations evoked in this
Section. A detailed expression is now sought for each of the terms mentioned.
system dynamics Xk+1 = kXk Wk k (, Q)
measurement zk = HkXk + Vk Vk /(0o, Rk)
Kalmnan gain Kk - Pk-HkT(HkPk-HkT + Rk)-1
estimate update Xk = k- + Kk(Zk - HkX,-)
error covariance Pk (I- KkHk)Pk-
propagation of estimate xk+l- = #kXk
propagation of covariance Pk+1 = #kPkk T + Qk
Table 4.1: Kalman filter loop
4.3 discretization of the dynamics
The linear equations describing the alignment transfer have been derived in contin-
uous time for convenience. However, the computer implementation requires all the
equations to be transformed to discrete time formulation. The covariance is studied
separately in the next Section so that the noisy terms in the system equations can
be left aside for the time being. In these conditions, the linear dynamics have been
























The time interval is denoted At. The discrete time system matrix is related to its
continuous time counterpart by the equation:
rk = e(At) (4.15)
A simplistic approach would be to expand the exponential matrix to yield the ap-
proximate relationship:
#k ;t I + ±(At) + l 2(At2) (4.16)
However, it is preferable to derive the exponential expression rigorously, as is now
shown.
4.3.1 EIMU gyros errors
These errors are represented by the first three components of the state vector: Il,bE,k.





o-CE,, -CE, diag(w B)) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00000




We treat the Shuttle angular velocity and the transformation matrix as constants
over the interval At. This is an approximation, but is a good one-especially if the
value of C G 3 at the midpoint of the interval is used.
Noting that the square and higher order powers of this matrix are 0, the expo-











4.3.2 Shuttle IMU gyros errors
These errors are represented by the fourth, fifth and sixth state variables, which carry
a 'P' subscript.
The platform gyro random drift rate has been modelled as a Markov process:
rpi = -- rpi + nRi i = 1, 2, 3
Tpi (4.19)
where rp, is chosen as uniformly distributed over
and -0 = 0.004 deg /hr ([Nat81, pages 2-11,2-12]
part of the discrete time model is:
-At
rPk+li =-e Pi -rPki
the [1200 secs.; 3600 secs.j interval
). The corresponding homogeneous
i = 1,2, 3 (4.20)
The platform gyro bias drift rate is easily dealt with:






Finally, the Shuttle platform misalignment is written as:
4p = bp + rp (4.22)
-At
Using the expressions bpk+l = bpk and rpk+l = rpk-.e p , this equation is integrated
over one time step as:
-At
4 Pk+l -= Pk + bPk - At ± rpk . rp(1 - e-P ) (4.23)
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4.3.3 EIMU misalignment error
4f'= = E 3 ± g 4 ER (4.25)
where 'E, is a bias, again discretized with no effort as:
oEsk+1 =I (E4k(4.26)
and IE, is a Markov process, treated exactly like rp above, thus:
-At
~ERk+1 = e rB ERk (4.27)
4.3.4 recapping



















is not modified by
0 13 0
0 0 [e "j
(4.28)
sampling and conserves the
Zk = 1 3 0 0 -13 0 0 -Cl -C Xk + CIsit* "Gk + 5Q (4.29)Big,,,% I 60













Xk+l = #k'Xk + Wk
Zk = Hk'Xk + Vk
4.4 covariance analysis
4.4.1 introduction
In this Section, we derive analytical expressions for the covariance matrices used in
the KALMAN filter :Qk,Rk,Pk.
It is worth noting that a limited study would focus exclusively on the covariance
analysis but the results would not be so conclusive: [Cor88, pages 277-2801 shows that
many filters with satisfying covariance results turn out nonsensical in the simulation
phase. For this reason, modern analysts do not rely on covariance only and integrate
a simulation systematically.
4.4.2 Driving noise Qk
For evaluating the matrix Qk that describes the wk vector, we write it in integral
form as (ref. [Bro83, pages 190-191]):
Qk = E[wkWk T]
- E ~& i(tk+l, u)G(w() u)du] [f" 4(tk+1,v)G(v)w(v)dv
Gtk  dtk
f= iat 4 i (tk+l, u)G(u)E[w(u)wT(v)]G T(v)IT(tk+l,v)d u d v  (4.30)Jtk Jtk
where the system is described in both continuous and discrete time by the equivalent
dynamic equations:
i* = Fx + Gw
Xk+i = IkXk +±Wk
(4.31)
(4.32)
Observing the expressions found before for #k and G, it can be seen that most




































where all the O's and Qj's are 3 x 3 blocks.
We now compute the different Qi blocks.
Qk=
Block Q1 We consider the first three state variables together. Eq.(2.25) implies














domain. This shows immediately that the 2nd and 3 rd rows and columns
To find the '11' term, incorporate the transfer function in Eq.(4.30):
EC 1 13]·rBrrI· w(u)d f E l T I.,] w·v·dv
At d
C 2 '13 - du
Qa = 2At '13 (4.36)
where aE = 0.001 deg //v¶.
Block Q2 This block takes care of the Shuttle platform variables. The diagram
representing this group of variables is:
I
So that the transfer function is expressed as:
G =(t)  G(w(t)-4 p(t))
G(s) - 13S
Gi(s)









Transforming back from the frequency domain to the time domain by looking up
Laplace transform tables:
G1(t) =
2o, rp , 1 - e - )
2a2rp2 e( -  r)







This transfer function is fed into Eq.(4.30):
Q2 = E [p 4 IpT]
At At
=1 01 G1 (u)GT(v)E[w(u)w(v)ldu dv
All the non-diagonal terms are 0 and the diagonal terms are:
= j 2 Ip41j - e (1 - e') 6(u - v)dudv
2 2op, rPi t - 2rpi 1 - e ' +TP2
1-e t
i = 1, (14.41)
where numerical values for the ap,'s and rp1 's have been given in Subsection 4.3.2.
Block Q3 The transfer function between w(t) and rp(t) is read on the same diagram
(see previous page):
G 2(t) = G (w(t) -- rp(t))
t
-/2or, ýpp, e- "P
2 T rp, e ,P2
t
2-,2 P -p ePS
J24jp;;; e T F'
From which the block Q3 is evaluated, using again Eq.(4.30):







= 1 1 IG2(u)G 2(v)E [w(u)w(v)] du dv
All the non-diagonal terms are 0 and the diagonal terms are:





Pi) i(u - v)du dv
-2At
-e 'Pi ]zt 1 i= 1,2,3 (4.44)
where rp,'s and orp's have been evaluated in Subsection 4.3.2.





a ( 1 - e
(i-e 2Ata lp, e - "e 2 ) 0
2 eO'P3l-
(4.45)
Similarly, for the Markov process 4 ER, the covariance matrix is:
0R2
aERI ( -e 
T
e)
oiE, ( - e -'2 ) (4.46)





This complete the study of the driving noise matrix Qk.
4.4.3 Measurement noise Rk
Start with the measurement equation:
zk = Hkxk + Vk (4.47)
where the sensor noise Vk has the expression:
vk = Cs • •nG A + Q (4.48)
nG, (i = X, Y, Z) is a wide-band indication error reflecting the cumulative effect
of A/D converter error and the higher-order harmonic errors in the gimbal angle
read-outs. Adopting the notations of [Nat81, page 2-23]:
16
no, = no + Ao, sin(nO + ~,) i = X, Y, Z (4.49)
n=l
with the following definitions:
no = resolver random noise.
Ao. = sinusoidal bias for the multiplicative speed n.
0 = gimbal angle component resulting from non-orthogonalities.
O = phase angle errors.
Also, we use the symbol 'overline' to represent the expected value. Since nc = 0,
I





16 16__E ( + E Ao.ne sin(nO+- )+ O+A, • A.A, sin(nO+ )sin(mO+ 0)
n=l n=l m=l
16 16 16
= o2, + E 0 + E OE 0 + EyA. sin2(n#+ O.)
n=l n=l mg6n n=l
16 o 2S+ 1 1001o2w
= a + 2 A), 6-
n=1 27rf7 J. - oo
16 1 +00
n=l (27
7 16 foo -
(2-r)s2a• n=l oo
• 16
a=no, =n n *E A
n=1
Numerical values are given in [Nat81, page 2-28]:
-1(e
sin=(n + ) e d# dO
= 1~-cos 2(n?+ ))
i = XIYZ
resolver random noise o-n = 12 arc sees.
harmonic sinusoidal bias -Ae = 7.6 arc sees.
Ae, = 19.0 arc sees.
Ae = 4.2 arc sees.
-aAe = 20.0 arc sees.
Table 4.2: measurement noise parameters
By incorporating those values in the previous equation, we find:
G,, = O,2 = 0,,3 = 23.7 arc sec 1.150 10- 4 rad
(4.50)
In the case of the laser gyros, the source of sensor noise is the quantization, which
is of the order of 1 arc sec. This quantization error can be conveniently replaced with
a wide-band error using the relation:
oQo (experiment gyro quantization)'T2 (4.51)
(4.52)










(C T n T + 6qT))
0
o 1 T +2G
0. C2+
C-2
RIk = (b4, + aQ) 13 (4.53)
with the numerical value o.o + oG, ~ 1.164 10- 4 rad
4.4.4 State covariance Pk
Rk has been found to be constant and the sequence of values taken by Qk has been
presented. For Pk however, the problem is slightly different because the KALMAN
filter equations given in Section 4.2 relate its incremental variations to the values of
E (kVkVT)
S13s
i o ... .. ,
-v 1.4 10-' rad
matrices Rk, Qk and Kk. This means that only the initial value of Pk need to be
computed, the following values being obtained recursively.
Mission profile:
attitude errors in mrad
t in sec
The initial time, to = 0, is defined as the time when the star-tracker update of
the Shuttle IMU is performed. Attitude errors of the Shuttle INS can have been very
large before but are reduced to the limit imposed by the accuracy of the star-tracker
in this process (see Section 3.1). From this low point, the gyros start drifting again
according to the dynamics of Section 2.4.2.
Some time later, at a date called tl and chosen by crew members, the maneuver
begins. At that time, the attitude information (and thus, error) on the Shuttle IMU
is transfered to the computer of the experiment.
When the maneuver is completed, the EIMU drift freely until the next star-tracker
update. Since measurements are available only after tl, it is clear that the initial-
ization of the P matrix must be performed at tl rather than to. Note that a simple
I
method would consist in initializing P at to and run the filter without measurements
from to to tl. This would be time-consuming if tl > 10 min. The method presented
here, analytical propagation from to to tl, is both faster and more elegant.
State covariance at to The standard deviations of the state variables at the time
of the star-tracker update have already been discussed but are recalled briefly:
4I : not available at to
bE : = 0.004 deg/hr -cst
k : 0o = 5 ppm -cst
4p : =o  70 arc sec/axis [Nat81, page 2-25]
bp : ao = 0.022 deg/hr -cst [ibidem]
rp : ro M 0.002/0.5 = 0.004 deg/hr [ibidem, page 2-12]
E, : wo = 1 deg/axis -cst (conservative assumption)
E. : o'= 1 arc sec/axis
The variable f;ER is there mostly to make the filter more versatile. The given
value assumes it represents long-term flexure in the body of the Shuttle, which is
very similar to a bias over small periods. If the User plans to use *PE to represent
short-term alignment shifts due to change of thruster selection between primaries and
verniers, as suggested in [TNR85, vol.57, page 365], the value ao = 0.06 deg/axis must
be selected.
State covariance at tl Four of the eight state variables are biases-with constant
0's- and do not change between to and tl: bE, k, bp and 4 E,•
bE : o1 = 0.004 deg/hr -cst
k : al = 5 ppm -cst
bp : o-1 = 0.022 deg/hr -cst
FEB : a, = 1 deg/axis -cst
4E, is considered at statistical steady-state and its variance is unchanged, too:
O.E : 01 = 10- 3 deg/axis
For rp, it is necessary to integrate the Markov process irp = - rp + np between
to and tl:
rp(tl) = rp(to)e rP + e nR(ti)dti (4.54)
which yields the covariance:
-2 11_'O Pti ,ti ti-ti i L jrp(ti)2  = rp(to)2 e +P  dti dtje Pe -" na(ti)nR(tj)
=! L= Io eti t ft t
= rp(to)2 e P + Jdti dtj e Pe 'P NRb(tj - ti)
where 'NR' denotes the intensity of the white noise na. Values of a white noise at
different times are uncorrelated, hence the Dirac function.
.2 t. -to hJ t _2!1,Ii.
rp(tl)2 = rp(to)2e P ±+ e -P NRdti
2 t -to P-2
Srp(to)2e iP + NR 2 (1 - e 'TP
1 •12rt2 -P2rpN + \rp(to) -2P
2 2
The platform gyros have been operating for a prolonged period of time since the
launch so that their random drift rate is in the statistical steady state at to and tl.
Hence the result:
1
rp(tl)2 = rp(to)2 = -rpNR2
which yields the intensity of the white noise nR for ao and rp known.
rp : 01 = 0.004 deg/hr
S: NR = 2 i=1, 2,3
Now, let us consider the variable , given by:
Now, let us consider the variable fp, given by:
4p = bp + rp (4.55)
Since bp is a constant, fp is integrated between to and tl as:
Ip(ti) = p(to) + bpdti + ft rp(t:)dts
'pnto) to)
t+ bp(-t)- + t t
= p(to) + by(tx - to) + rp(to)e- dti + dti dtje 'P n R(tj)
= 4p(to) + bp(tl - to) + rp(to)rp 1 - e - + jdti dtie "r nR(tj)
The second-order integral becomes a fourth-order in the covariance expression:
tp(t )2 = ip(to)2 + bp2(tl - to)2 ± rp(to)2r~ ( - e- t-o)
to t dtto to -
let us integrate the last term alone first. Call it L.T.
L.T.= j dti dtj dtk
to fto to dtle--TP e p NRb(t1 - tj)
We have tj 5 tk so that, for tk < tj, b(t 1 - tj) - 0. Therefore,
L.T. = t dtJ dt 'dt- dtle- e Nab(t - tj
itoI dt e NR6(tL - tj)
+ dti 'dt dtdt dttee -P Nab(tL - ti)to fto I
= dt dtj] dtk J dtte TP e -P NR6(tz - tj)
= dti dtj dtkNRe - e "P
Now that ti has been integrated, all the terms in tk are grouped for a second integra-
tion:
L.T. 1.1 ..... LPZp
= Idti Ji dtje - :L e tk- p NR
fti jbtji I 2tP 
-P
=p TNRItodtJ todtje '-P erp eP -e P
rp NR I dtiepidtie'-Jto to - TpNR dtie- Pe fP dtje
The variable tj is ripe for integration, followed again by a gathering of terms in ti :
L.T. = rpNR dtie- -Prp e p - rpNR dtie 'rPe 'P- rp
1 -l Io ti Z-1L1 2 NRz.5e A. erP f dtie2 t
dte' ± TNC' ' db '2N~r R~,i2 2 _ ,I, j d ierp +2Ap dti -rp2pf tieTP--pRe:ýIdt ~ft~ to2 Jto
e rP - e'r
I
The last integration is straightforward:
L.T. = rN [(t - to) - e'rp (e - e') - '?Prp (e - e2)
+- 2e "P eTP 7p e 'P - e Pf
Now similar terms are regrouped, bringing simplifications, and factorized, leaving
the expression:
L.T. = r- NRa tl  t 1 - e P 3 e
Finally, this expression is introduc d into2 giving the result:
Finally, this expression is introduced into 9p(t1)2 giving the result:
4p(tl)2 = fp(to)2 + bp(t - to)2 + rp(to)2• (1 - ep
+r•,N tl - to°  1(1 -e ·-
+r-NR p - -'(('
Tp- tl-o)
This takes care of the covariance of the fp state vector at time tl. It is also necessary
to consider the correlation of this state with bp and rp as shown now.
For the correlation between Fp and bp, Eq.(4.55) brings the immediate result:
Ip(tl)bp = bp2(tl - to)
(4.56)
(4.57)
while for the correlation between Ip and rp, the algebraic manipulation is lengthier:
4p(tl)rp(tl) - E [p(to)+ bp(t, - to)+ rp(to)e- P dt; +
t0dti idtjeVPnR·tj)J
x rp(to)e p + e P nR(tk)dtkjfto,
-
rp(to)2e - e -P dti +
Integrate the Dirac function to eliminate the tk variable:
Sp(tP)rp(t 1 ) = rp(to)2e - F~1 p (1
e "P T"pI
+ dijII dtifito todtie ?p e -p NR
For convenience, let us focus our attention on the second term, dubbed S.T. First
group and integrate all the terms in tj, then repeat with ti:
dtie,rp e -PtoL




J d ie. ! - Erp f dtierp - e rp r
e -7Tp ( e rpSeT)
to,
-e 'rpe'rprp e-P
Rearranging, simplifying and factorizing leaves successively:
2r
= TP'4R[(j - e rp - e p 1
ft t io to 









1 2N ( -_ ) 2
= -NN 1 -e e
Finally, this term is reincorporated in 4p(ti)rp(tl) where it belongs:
4p(tl)rp(tl) = rprp(to)2 1 -e -L L:&N 1e +p - rpNR
2
1-e P e t)
And of course bp and rp are uncorrelated, which is stated as:
bprp(ti) = 0 (4.59)
Lastly, the covariance of 11 is initalized at tl as the combined effect of incertitude
on the Shuttle IMU-by definition of a transfer- and case mounting error:
4I(tl) = fp(ti) + fE + ER(tl) - 6G(t 1) (4.60)
This relationship gives immediately the covariance expressions:
4= p(tl)4p(tl)T +i FEqEB T













* 1 (tl)bp' = Ip(tl)bpT (4.66)
All the elements in P(tl) have been defined. The filter now possesses the initial values
of all the key variables and is ready to run, propagating the state, state estimate and
state covariance step by step.
Practically, a time step of 1 second captures the variations of the system correctly




This chapter contains a description of the ALTRANSS software designed to evaluate
the accuracy of the alignment transfer between two Inertial Navigation Systems. This
package provides a realistic prognosis for various simulation schemes and can be used
either to validate the model-as presented here-or to process actual flight data.
The program is written in Fortran[RP83] and has been implemented on a VAX/8650
system provided by the AFGL. It contains ca. 20 modules piloted by a main pro-
gram called EXEC. In addition, 2 data blocks and 5 common blocks gather all the
numerical values and variables relevant to the system.
ALTRANSS follows the pattern described in the modelling of the alignment trans-
fer problem concerning the dynamics and the Kalman filter estimation. In particular,
it possesses the capability to output not only covariance results but also instanta-
neous state estimates. It can perform Monte-Carlo analyses. Another property of
this Kalman filter is its ability to process every kind of measurement, with no con-
straint whatsoever on the trajectory of the Shuttle, giving the crew a lot of freedom.
The only requirement is that the maneuver contains rotations about at least two
different axes.
The following sections present a flow chart of the program and a succint description
of its main characteristics. Fortran literate people are invited to look in the code itself,
in Appendix A for details.
5.2 looping
The ALTRANSS program is organized in three basic levels-nested in one another.
* The first level is the level of the loop 9000 and represents a 'run'. This loop
is executed as many times as desired for the Monte-Carlo analysis. Only the
Monte-Carlo processing module lays outside this loop.
* The second level in depth is the level of the loop 900 and represents a 'measure-
ment processing'. It is executed every time a measurement reaches the sensor
during the maneuver phase. Modules controlling the maneuver parameters and
initialization of the filter are outside this loop.
* The third and last level is the level of the loop 20 and represents a 'time step'.
It is executed at a frequency chosen by the User-and normally higher than
the measurement rate-and performs the real-time propagation of state, state
estimate and covariance.
Modules controlling the input/output of measurements/results lay outside this
loop.
Loop 20 is executed a finite number of times per loop 900 run, which in turn is
performed a finite number of times per loop 9000 run. Loop 9000 is run only once for
simulation-oriented results, more-typically 10-for a Monte-Carlo analysis.
This for looping and nesting.
5.3 Flow chart
The flow chart of the ALTRANSS program, given now, follows the general principle:
"down is after, right is after" in the information sequence. The symbols used for
boxes are standard and supposed familiar to the reader. The names of the different
modules and variables have been chosen as suggestive as possible of their content.
There is a complete concordance between the flow chart of the ALTRANSS soft-
ware and the algorithm of the EXEC program, due to the fact that EXEC is the only





5.4 Comments on the EXEC program
Loop numbers and their functionality have been explained before so it will not be
repeated here.
All subroutines called by the EXEC program are 'A level' subroutines. To empha-
size this, their first initial has been chosen to be always 'A', except for two dealing
with measurements, whose first letter is 'M'.
Some A-level subroutines in turn call 'B-level' subroutines, whose names start
with a 'B' (except subroutine DEFAULT)--for the same mnemonic reason .
(call) AINPUTS (module) Initializes the common block CONTRLCB with user-
supplied data or default values read in the DEFAULDB data block. The default
executive data set is modified by the User to tailor a run meeting specific requirements.
Input parameters are declared in the CONTRLCB common block, which contains
all the maneuver parameters and initial values needed to make a unique run.
The User supplies the following data at the prompt:
* 2 rotation axes (a maneuver consists in two rotations).
* 2 corresponding rotation rates (rev./min.).
* 2 rotation durations (sec.).
* tl delay between star-tracker update and beginning of maneuver (sec.).
* measurement rate (sec.).
* filter time step (sec.).
* measurement read or generated (filtering / simulation).
* Monte-Carlo runs or not ( and how many).
* shuffle the random number series or not.
This module is called only once at the beginning of the simulation. It calls the 'B
level' subroutine DEFaULT, which provides default values read from the DEFAULDB
data block when the User just presses 'Enter'.
MCSAMPNU (integer) This variable keeps track of what Monte-Carlo sample
number is being generated. It is used to initialize the state vector, to determine
whether to store the Kalman filter gains and covariances and what data to save in
the output files.
DO 9000 (loop) Monte-Carlo loop, one per sample run-presented before.
EOF (=false) The EXEC program can be run either as a simulator or a filter. In
the filter case, 2 measurement files containing the time-tagged quaternions are read by
2 modules named AEXROATT (EXperiment ROtation ATTitude) and ASHUTATT
(SHUTtle ATTitude). "EOF = false" orders Fortran to "read uptil the last line". In
the simulator case, measurements are generated for a period of time selected by the
User in the AINPUTS menu. Although no file is read then, the same boolean EOF
will become 'true' at the end of the maneuver. The same name has been retained to
simplify notations.
TIME (=0) The exact name of this variable is CURRTIME (current time) in the
code. Its initial value, 0 for a simulation, must match the star-tracker update time
in filtering.
(call) AINITIAL Initializes the state vector and some covariance elements at t =
0, and opens the files needed by the sample run number. If 10 Monte-Carlo runs are
to be performed, AINITIAL will be called 10 times.
(TIME =) T1 T1 is the true intialization date, the time at which the filter starts
processing measurements. It is read from the common block CONTRLCB and ini-
tialized by the User in module AINPUTS.
UPDTIME (= T1+IMURATE) UPDTIME is the time at which the next mea-
surement will become available, IMURATE is the frequency of measurements. Vari-
able UPDTIME, TIME, and DT are the only 3 variables directly defined in the
heading of the EXEC program.
(call) APRPACOV Propagates analytically the state vector X and state covari-
ance P from t = 0 to t = tl, following the equations given in Section 4.4.4.
I
(call) MEASUR (TIME, 0) or AEXROATT(TIME), ASHUTATT(TIME)
This is what is meant by 'measurement acquisition' in the flow chart. Subroutine
MEASUR ('A level' in spite of its name) generates 2 quaternions describing the
attitude and rotation of the experiment and 1 quaternion describing the attitude
of the Shuttle-with reference to the maneuver parameters selected by the User in
module AINPUTS.
(TIME, 0) stands for T1 + 0, which is, by definition, the time when the first mea-
surements become available. As mentioned before, this module automatically switches
to AEXROATT/ASHUTATT(TIME) if, instead of simulating measurements, the pro-
gram reads a measurement file.
AEXROATT/ASHUTATT can perform quaternion interpolations by calling BQUATINT
and are composed of two modules:
* READDATA/READDATA2, which actually read new data in the files and store
the values, if indeed measurements are available.
* LOADDATA/LOADDATA2, which transfer the current values to a rear-burner
when new ones are read, to keep them for eventual intrapolation.
STEPCNT (=0) STEPCNT is used to store and access the Kalman filter gains
during computations which occur in the main loop.
(main loop) DO 900 Contains the major part of the ALTRANSS software: Kalman
filter, EIMU model, system dynamics and state/covariance propagation.
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STEPCNT (incremented) Represents the array position where the Kalman filter
gains are stored.
DO 20 (loop) This loop controls the computation of the state transition matrix,
the propagation of the state and covariance, the updating of EIMU attitude.
Is performed while TIME < UPDTIME.
GET DT Calculates the time step to use for propagating the state and covariance.
Usually, DT is DELTAT (from common block CONTRLCB, initialized by the User).
But sometimes, it is smaller so as not to miss times when data are available.
ASYSDYNM (TIME, DT) Computes the system transition matrix #k = #(t,t + dt),
according to Section 4.3.4.
APRPGATE (DT) Performs the propagation of the state vector and the covari-
ance matrix. This module successively calls BQMX(DT) to compute the Q matrix,
BPRPCOV(DT) to propagate P, and BPRPSTA(DT) to propagate X.
TIME = TIME + DT This instruction is the ticking of the clock for the program.
(call) 'measurement subroutine(s)' Incorporate new measurements if available,
interpolate if not. Note that although the state estimate cannot be updated between
measurements, the 'true' state vector is updated (in fact, it varies continuously).
20: END DO End of the dynamic loop.
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UPDTIME = TIME + IMURATE
will be read.
AUPDATE(DT) Incorporate the latest measurement in the estimate. Call:
* BHMX to compute the observation matrix H.
* BRESIDU to compute the residual Z - H -X.
* BKALGN to compute the Kalman gain K.
* BUPDCOV to update the covariance matrix P.
Finally, AUPDATE computes the new Xk according to the relationship:
Rk+ = ak- + Kk(Zk - Hk jk-)
900: END DO
9000: END DO
Exit the main loop (seen before).
Exit the simulation loop (seen before).
MONTECARLOSTATISTICS Performs the Monte-Carlo analysis of all the
sample runs.
I
Timle when the next IMU mneasuremnents
5.5 Common blocks and data blocks
Variables which are used in two or more subroutines, e.g. the state vector, are declared
just once in a common block which is included in all relevant subroutines. Similarly,
numerical values used in different parts of the program are declared just once in a
data block. ALTRANSS uses 2 data blocks:
* the main data block is PARAMSDB which contains all the constant parameters
defined for the system.
* the second data block is DEFAULDB which contains default values for the
maneuver parameters.
ALTRANSS also uses 5 common blocks:
* CONTRLCB is the control common block. It contains User-supplied data which
controls the simulation execution.
* FILTERCB contains some technical data: timt constant for the Shuttle gyros
and laser gyros and also the Shuttle IMU resolver bias.
* MATRIXCB contains all the vectors and matrices defined in the modelling:
Xk,#k Qk,Pk,Rk,Kk,Hk,zkA + Residual and step counter.
* PLOTTRCB contains variables which control the storage of variables in an
output file for later access by a plotting routine.
* TESTERCB contains global variables used for testing and debugging purposes.
Chapter 6
Simulation results and conclusion
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some numerical results and plots obtained with the ALTRANSS
simulator. Their primary purpose is to demonstrate the feasibility of the alignment
transfer and its conditions of implementation.
6.2 Running ALTRANSS
6.2.1 Typical maneuver
A typical sample is obtained by letting ALTRANSS work with the default values,
corresponding to the following mission profile:
* t = 0 sec: star-tracker update.
* t = 10 sees to 70 sees: rotation about the Shuttle X (nose) body axis at a 1
rev/min rate.
* t = 70 sees to 130 secs: rotation about the Shuttle Y (right wing) body axis at
a 1 rev/min rate.
The run computes the covariance matrix and a single Monte-Carlo trial of an actual
set of errors and their estimates. We present results for the X, Y and Z components
of f1, the experiment IMU misalignment, which is the primary object of interest.
The results are presented graphically on plots PLT1X, PLT1Y, PLTIZ.
X axis The covariance remains constant, at a = 17.4 mrads during the rotation
about X. In effect, the sensors gather no information whatsoever during the first
minute about the error on X.
At t = 70 secs, the covariance decreases sharply due to the low sensor noise values
(see 4.4.3) and settles after about 3 sees at 0.34 mrad (70 arc secs). Predictably, the
measurement has then a sine wave shape-the observation of a rotating quasi-constant
angle.
The state 41 looks almost constant over this short period (2 min.) due to 2
factors:
* the bias component EB (a = 1 deg.) is overwhelming compared to other error
sources.
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As a result, the estimate plunges towards the true value in record time. The 70
arc secs steady state covariance should come as no surprise: the initial error on 1p
was 70 arc secs and the form of the observation matrix shows that the filter cannot
differentiate errors on 4i and 1p.
Y axis Since the first rotation is about X, the filter takes a heady start and the
estimate jumps towards the (almost constant again) true value 14 mrads in less than
5 secs. The same steady state covariance value of 0.34 mrads (70 arc secs) is found,
after a start at 17.4 mrads again. The measurement vector exhibits a sine wave in
the first half time and then is reduced to white noise.
Z axis Same covariance numerical values: 17.4 mrads at t = 10 secs and 0.34 mrad.
after a while. The measurement is always sinusoidal because Z is not a rotation axis.
In short, the 1 mrad. covariance objective is largely within reach of this Kalman
filter, in normal operating conditions. The accuracy of the experiment IMU alignment
is limited by the accuracy of the star-tracker update of the Shuttle IMU.
Plots PLT2X, PLT2Y, PLT2Z show the behavior of the qp state variable for the
same run. They provide the explanation for the 0.34 mrad. (70 arc secs) figure. It
is the (quasi-constant) covariance for *p from t = 0 to t = 130 secs, which is a hard
limit for the performance on 91. Note also that the magnitude of the *p error is
very small, leaving a predominant IE 3 in FI.
PLT2X state XPHP - X body axis
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6.2.2 Robustness tests
These are tests intended to demonstrate that the filter performs well even is some
error sources have been underestimated or if the environment is very 'hostile'.
Four cases have been considered, for which various error sources have been multi-
plied by a ...1000 factor-for good measure.
In run 3 (see plots PLT3X, PLT3Y, PLT3Z), the laser gyro bias drift rate has
been increased to 4 deg./hr(!). The first remark is that the state ".r no longer looks
'constant': its first coordinate for instance decreases from 10 to 9 mrads in just 2
minutes. Still, the estimate is doing well and a steady covariance of 0.37, 0.39, 0.36
mrad. is achieved on the 3 axes. Note that 70 arc secs + 4 deg./hrx2 min.;~0.365
mrad.
The plot series 4 (see PLT4X, PLT4Y, PLT4Z) presents similar results for a 22
deg./hr Shuttle IMU bias drift rate. Again, even in such a highly unrealistic environ-
ment, the ALTRANSS filter delivers correct estimates.
Run 5 is more interesting: the driving noise has been multiplied by 1000, making
the true states wiggle vigorously. Still, the estimates track the states accurately
despite their erratic oscillations, always keeping at close range.
Run 6 shows that, even if the sensor noise was 1000 times larger than predicted,
the covariance would still be in the 10 mrads range, which is not so bad if one considers
that the measurement noise alone would then hover above 100 mrads.
The significance of all these tests is that little precaution needs to be taken in
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maneuvering-the filter deserves the label 'robust'.
6.2.3 Monte-Carlo analysis
This analysis could be carried out by the computer-the corresponding subroutine
contains less than 10 lines of code-but is presented here 'by hand' to illustrate its
mechanism.
The principle is easy: to show that P is indeed the state error covariance, its
diagonal terms are compared to the variances of the estimation errors computed
independently. Practically, ALTRANSS is run several times and the statistics of the
state vector are computed for some time values. In the following table, this analysis
has been performed on the first coordinate of 4 r with 5 different runs of a maneuver
identical to the 'typical run' described above.
Six samples of times have been selected: t = 10, 13, 20, 71,80, 130 secs.
i1 - I V
10 15.868 4.279 18.267 21.227 12.258 17.4 17.4
13 15.902 2.574 17.611 20.943 11.955 16.9 17.4
20 17.091 0.307 19.545 21.640 13.103 18.1 17.4
71 0.094 1.351 3.891 2.335 0.013 2.37 1.15
80 0.081 0.736 0.536 0.045 0.491 0.52 0.34
130 0.083 0.377 0.138 0.091 0.55 0.35 0.34
Table 6.1: Monte-Carlo analysis
The two last columns show that P truly represents the state covariance of the
system. This test confers to all future simulations of the ALTRANSS some kind of
legitimacy. The covariance results 'work'. A by-product is that there is no need
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for other Monte-Carlo analyses: the or-values will always match covariance results,
obtained with just one run.
6.2.4 Other tests
Other tests have been performed to verify the reliability of the Kalman filter:
* A run with 2 axes different from the body axes. They were chosen in the XY
plane, rotated 60 deg. from X and Y respectively. The results are similar
to the 'Z plot' of runs with the principal axes because there is always some
measurements about X and Y, from t = 0 to t = 120 secs.
* The 'long run', in which the filter turns for 1 hr (file too long to process graph-
ically). This was devised to observe the drift in the absence of measurements.
On all three axes, the drift was inferior to 0.8 mrad. so that the total estimation
error was less than 1.2 mrad./axis after 1 hr without maneuvering.
* Filtering. It would be possible to let EXEC call MANEUVER, which generates
mesurements, but a more astute solution is to run ALTRANSS twice: first as a
simulator, because the simulator creates measurements files, and then as a filter.
Doing this for the 'typical run', the filter provides exactly the same results as
the simulator. It reads the files correctly. Examples of measurement files are
presented in the Appendix to show their format.
* Slower rotation rates-give the same results as long as the total rotation is
unchanged.
* Smaller rotations: on plots PLT1X, PLT1Y, PLY1Z, estimates reach steady-
state values after a 20 sec. rotation about one or the other axis. It was verified
that a pair of rotations of at least 120 degrees each is the minimum condition
to obtain optimal accuracy (0.34 mradians).
6.3 Conclusion
It has been demonstrated in the previous Section that the ALTRANSS Kalman filter
meets the estimation error requirements set for the experiment INS attitude. Fur-
thermore, the design is robust-making surprises highly improbable in the actual
data processing phase-and fuel efficient: in normal operational conditions, where
the bias-in-mounting error predominates, 2 rotations of at least 30 deg. about 2 in-
dependent axes are sufficient to bring the accuracy within the 1 mrad range. Also,
little attention is required from the Orbiter crew members as virtually every kind of
motion provides 'processable' measurements.
For a first trial on raw data, it is recommended that the filter be used in combi-
nation with a redundant experiment star-tracker to bring further insight in its overall
performance. This would of course constitute the absolute benchmark.
Additional studies could focus on optimizing the cost of fuel sloshing or the reduc-
tion of the model to a size suitable for on-board implementation. The latter would
open the application scope of the method to the IUS class of problems.
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1. EXEC program
2. 'A level' subroutines
3. 'B level' subroutines
4. Common blocks and data blocks
5. Shuttle IMU quaternion file
6. Experiment IMU quaternion file
IMF'LICIT NONE
C... include all common blocks and data blocks used in th-e simulation
C... system parameters data block
INCLUDE 'ALTCM: PARAMSDB.FOR'
C... default values for the control parameters
INCLUDE 'ALTCM:DEFAULDB.FOR'




C... time constant for the Laser and Platform gyros
C
INCLUDE 'ALTCM:FILTERCB.FOR'















variables to control output file for later access by plotting routines
INCLUDE 'ALTCM:PLOTTRCB.FOR'
variables for testing and debuging
INCLUDE 'ALTCM:TESTERCB.FOR'





















































total time elapsed in the simulation
JFPDT I ME












loop c, ounte-Irs and general purpose integers
CUR 1INTFL-I
current interpolation flag used to control
IC
an integer in CHAR•4 format equal to the run numier ±d
TIMEDATEB(9,2)
time and date buffer
TIMEDATEC
time and date buffer
(TIMEDATEB, TIMEDATEC)
needed to use date and time for file name






DATA CURINTFLG .FALSE. /
C...executable code
..open record file to record simulation parameters













WRITE (41, 301) TIMEDATEB
1 FORMAT(1x,'date and time of run -- >:::',T40, 9Ai, 5X, 9A1)
C... initialize the common blocks
C
CALL AINPUTS






* C... set MCSAMPNU so simulation will run
C
MCSAMPNU = 0
through at least 1 loop
C... ***b* *~~.mt'*St:** MONTE CARLO LOOP :*. * . :• :.*S*.:S.-.*:4:::. *:.S::1:,
C ::. . .:: :: .::: . .< :. . :. ::. .<.::.: ::. .  :: : :
DO 9000 WHILE ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. O .OR.













MCSAMPNU = MCSAMPNU +
EOF = .FALSE.
DT Z= 0
time (CURRTIME = 0 because we' re at
of the simulation)
CURRTIME = 0.0
initialize covariance, stateclock, and open filesOC.
CALL AINITIAL
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME,'AINITIAL')
set time at TI and UPDTIME at Ti +
will be available at that time
IMURATE because the
CURRTIME = TI
UPDTIME = TI + IMURATE
C
C... propagate the covariance anlytically from TO to Tl
C
CALL AFRF'ACOV
CALL AOUTPF'UT ( CURRT I MIE , F'RF'ACOV')








OUTPUT selected data to the screen and to file 40
CALL AOUTFUT(CURRTIME, 'MEASUREMENTS'
'Running Monte Carlo Sample # ', MICS i`AMPNU
C...output data to file for debugging and performance evaluation
CALL ARECORD(CURRTIME)
C...output data to files
C
IF (PLOT)
to be later accessed by
CALL APLOTARY(CURRT I ME)
a plotting rou.tine
C.. .***********************.. M A I N L O 03 F'
C :: :: : :: : ::· : :
C... set STEPCNT for saving Kalman
- * **** :1*~**: *..y( ~**id
Gain in the correct array
STEPCN" T = 0






C... increment Monte Carlo Samrple Ncumber
'r~? c;-·r-" "" (··
,~~ iTte~S! '":--~"''··;
S c•,j tul r y u .ct t. I ta .... a 0.Le.
DO 900 WHILE (.NOT.EOF)
S'TEFPCNT := STEPCNT + i
C
C... The 20 loop will is the dynamic inte,,.:jr-ation and st.ate prcopagal.:.icn l.op
DO 20 WHILE ( CURRTIME .LT. UFDTIME )
C The following block of code is required to accoDunt -for arbitrary
C DELTAT and IMURATE, ie when IMURATE/DELTAT is not an inteqer. Th"•
C block below selects an appropiate DTI (integration timne stepB) .-J a.i:r
C the CURRTIME with the next UPDTIME.
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'r - rr
I.r CUI•RI IMEr- LTI H L_. U 'IM iN. N T HI'i 0, .i'i I r• k IN FL r
DT = DELTAT
ELSEIF ( CURRTIME+DELTAT .LE. UPDTIME ) THEN
DT = DELTAT - DT
ELSEIF ( CURRTIME+DELTAT .GT. UFPDTIME ) THEN
DT = UPDTIME - CURRTIIME
CURINTFLG = .TRUE.
ELSE
WRITE(*,%)'%-ERRTMESTF'; Error in determining TIME STEP in execu~ive
ENDIF
C------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
C...compute the system's dynamics matrix [PHI)
C
CALL ASYSDYNM(DT)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRT I MEI''ASYSDYNM - )
C
C...compute the system process noise and propagate the system f:.rwar
C from CURRTIME by an amount delta t (DELTAT)
C
CALL APRPGATE(DT)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME, 'APRPGATE )
C
C...set CURRTIME to new value
C
10 CURRTIME = CURRTIME + DT
TESTI4 = CURRTIME
C








CALL AOUTFUT(CURRTIME, MEASUREMENTS )
IF (EOF) GOTO 900
20 END DO
C
=gF r' I 1PPT T MP == I- m .i-cmvR' -r1* i emmr 4 T I'M jI l
UPDTIME = CU-4FR TiME + IMUHRATE
C... exec:ute the Kaiman Filter to: incor-porate 'the friiea.~ur~lem~entits
CALL AUPDATE(DT)
C... output appropriate data
e c
IF" ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL AOUTPUT (CURRTIME, 'AUPDATE '
writes filter output to FILTER.DAT'
ELSE
IF ( MOD(STEPCNT, 1) .EQ. 0 )
WRITE(kc,*) Monte Carlo run




IF (F'LOT) CALL APLOTARY(CURRTIME)
IF ( TIMER1(CURRTIME) ) STOP 'STOPPED FROM MODULE '"il••
E N D 0 F M A I N L O O P .. .0 ,PtIF..'.. ' . , , q,
> :>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>
END DO












C This function "TIMERI" allows the user to control output as a function
C of time. With the variables in common block TESTERCB, one can cause
C the program to output data in a certain range of time, at multiples







C... variables used here from common block TESTERCB
THEN
# i me = ', C URi:: -IME
900
9000



















I T'IME A IND TI MERI'Lb il . 11..I MEL
TIPMIERiEQ E-10 ITIME
M0D k-IT1MEEI FIMER 1Dt3 E 0
D C' Un

This module controls the iaainla oC- att.l.ttde ::ata 'rom t.he nmaneuLv~-r"
data file FOR012.DAT.
It wiil read data from approoriate files and store for later





































TRUE first time module is invoked
OLD(4,5)































IF ( FRSTPASS ) THEN
C... read the data for the first time depending on the mi=sic!n
C
CALL READi"DATA







C... now check if data read is for time desired: if so, return wvith 5ta




IF ( EXPETIME.EQ.CURRTIME ) THEN
IF(DAEXROATT)WRITE(*,*:)'%-AEXROATT; returning with data
RETURN
ELSE IF ( OLD(1,1).EQ.CURRTIME .OR.
f OLD(3,1).EQ.CURRTIME ) THEN
IF ( OLD(1,1) .EQ. CURRTIME ) K = 1
IF ( OLD(3,1) .EQ. CURRTIME ) K
C
IF(DAEXROATT) WRITE(*,)'%-AEXROATT; returning with data
IF(DAEXROATT)WRITE(*,*)'after refill'ing variable buffers
EXPETIME = OLD(K. 1)
C
DO 16 I = 1,5
OBEIEIND(I) = OLD(K .1)






C... if the last data read time is less than the CURRTIME. read more data
ELSE IF ( (EXPETIME .LT. CURRTIME) .OR.
f (OLD(1,1) .LT. CURRTIME) ) THEN




CALL LOADDATA( OLD )




C... if last data read time is greater than current time, internpoiation mnuset oe
done
C
ELSE IF ( ( EXPETIME .GT. CURRTIME) .OR.
( OLD(I, ) .G) T. CURRTIME) )
I F ( DAEXROATT ) WRITE ( :, ) ' %-AEX F 0 A TT"
IF ( NR .L'. 2 )
'Ee to
EXPE"C:RR r time to inter
THEN
C... read the data
CALL READDATA
C(ALL LOADDA'f"A( OLD )
Nr = NR + i
GO T"O 100
ELSE
IF(DAEXROATT)WRITE(*, )'%-AEXROATT:- in interpolate loop
EXFPETIME = CURRTIME




CALL BQUATrINT ( P1,P3,CURRTIMEqEEIEIND )




CALL BOUATINT ( P1~P3,CURRTIME4 QWBEIE )
END IF
ELSE
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REALt8 OLD (4, 5)
old variables for interpolation

























IF ( EOF ) GOTO 98
RETURN
STOP' ERROR OPENING INPUT F ILE'
END
############## ################1##########:##: :~###: • *4##:4:4 ±#















... local variable definitions
C
INTEGER.4 I













C - Gauss distribution function for RS
C... executable code
C
C... If Monte Carlo run and first sample has been done, skip next part
C
IF ( MCSAMPNU .GT. 1 ) GOTO i
C... get the run number and store in CHARACTER IC
C
OPEN (UNI T=39, STATUS='OLD', NAME='COUNTER $$' )
READ(39, *) I
CLOSE(39)





C...open files for output
)C
C
IF ( LPLOTS(1) )
f OPEN ( UNIT = , ---.ITUS = NEW', NAME = 'F'LT1I /' IC
f RECL = 228 )
IF ( LFPLOTS(132)
f OPEN ( JUNIT = 72, STATUS = 'NEW', NAME =
f RECL = 228 )
1 CONTI"rNUE
C
C... close all data files if first run done
IF ( MCSAMPFNU .EQ.
CLOSE ( 40 )
CLOSE ( 41 )
CLOSE ( 42 )
CLOSE ( 65 )
CLOSE ( 66 )
CLOSE ( 71 )
(CLOSE ( 72 )
CLOSE ( 82 )
END IF
IF ( MCSAMPNU .GT. 1 )
*.- / j'fCqi L..
2 ) THEN
CLOSE ( 8:3













C... open file to store X for Monte Carlo anaysis
OPEN ( UNIT = 83, STATUS = 'NEW', NAME = 'S'//MC//' '//IC ,
RECL = 228 )



















































C... Initialize the measur't noi-se mtrx-, [R] and the Sh itt e .IMU rece~.ve r! t:ia
DO 3:;0 I=1, 3




C... Initialize the correlation time of the F'latform gyro.s as unf.l:or-,nI)
C distributed over [1200secs.;3600secs.]
C
TAUP(1) = UNIF(1200.DO,3600.DO)
TAUP (2) = UNIF(.1200.DO,-60Q0.DO)




CC... This subroutine initalizes tl"he common block CONTrR LC• - . for wit-h either-














1 WRITE(.*,) 'Enter rotation axis for the ist maneuver(XY,Z=1.i.,2,.S)
CALL DEFINTG4(ROTAX(1) ,DEROTAX1)
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter rotation axis for the 2nd maneLuver(-X,i, Z=L ,.
CALL DEFINTG4(ROTAX(2),DEROTAX2)
IF (ROTAX(1).EQ.ROTAX(2)) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'The 2 rotation axes should be different, try. aga.in
GOTO1
ENDIF
WRITE(*,*)'Enter rotation rate for 1st maneuver(revs.mlin.)
CALL DEFREALS(ROTRA(1).DEROTRAl)
ROTRA(1)=ROTRA(1)*PI/30
WRITE(*,*)'Enter rotation rate for 2nd maneuver(revs./min.)
CALL DEFREAL8(ROTRA(2),DEROTRA2)
ROTRA(2)=ROTRA(2)*PI/30
WRITE(*,*)'Enter star.ting time of first maneuver(secs)'
CALL DEFREAL4(TI,DET1)
WRITE(*t,*)'Enter rotation duration for firstmaneuver(secs)
CALL DEFREAL4 (ROTDU(1) ,DEROTDU1)
WRITE(t,*)'Enter rotation duration for second maneuver(secs)'
CALL DEFREAL4(ROTDU(2),DEROTDU2)
WRITE(*,*)'Enter duration of simu after end of 2nd maneuver(secs)'
CALL DEFREAL4(SIMDU DESIMDUR)
WRITE(*,*)'Enter integration step for propagation of errors(secs:
CALL DEFREAL4(DELTAT, DEDELTAT)
WRITE(t,*)'Enter Experiment IMU measurement rate(secs.)'
CALL DEFREAL4(IMURATE,DEIMURAT)
WRITE(,t*)'Different/fixed randomization of variables(Ti/F'
READ(*,*)MONTCARL(1)
WRITE(*t,*)'Monte-Carlo runs or not(T/F)'
READ(t,*)MONTCARL(2)
WRITE(*,*)'Read measurements in files / Generate measurements(1T/F
READ( *, )ORIGMEAS
























































root-souare sum for F:EALi4
root-square sum for REAL*8
(RADTODEG=180/PI)
(ZERO =0)





















IF (CODE.NE. 'AEXROATT-ASHUTATT ' .AND. CODE . NE. ASYSDY NM')















IF (CODE i-Q. l MEASUREMENTS.' ) iTHEN
FRINT., Experiment case attitud : time-ta q,.direin•t. an-i a nqi e
WRITE(41,5)
5 FORMAT ( IX, EXFPE:R. C ASE A-F T I TUDE : M'I E- ·T,  DIRE T. I N gND A -NGiLJE .:
THETA=ACOS(QBEIEIND(2) )*2
SINTH=SIN(THETAi/2)
IF (SINTH .LE. 1E-8) THEN
WRITE( 6, 10)
f QBEIEIND (I1) ,RADTODEG*THETA, ZERO C: ZERO. ZERO
WRITE(40, 10)
f QBEIEIND(1), RADTODEG*TH ETA, ZERO. ZERO. iZEFRO
WRITE(41, 10)
f COBE I E I ND ( 1), RADTODEG*rTHETA, ZERO., ZERO ZERO
ELSE
WRITE( 6, 10)
f CQBEIEIND( ) 1 , RAD'ITODEG THETIA , (C BE IEINDL( I) 'SI NH'1i ,  1=3I., D)
WRITE(40, 10)
i QBEIEIND(1),RADTODEG*THETA, (QBEIEIND(I)ISII.i . I-: 3 5
WRITE(41, 10)




C IF (CODE.EQ.'ASYSDYNM') THEN
12 FORMAT(1X,'PHI MATRIX')
C WRITE(41,12)
C CALL PNTMX(PHI ,NBSTATESNBSITAT'ES.,NBSTrzATESI,NS-AEflT'ES, 12, EI.O.-.1 ' ,E41)
C ENDIF
C
IF (CODE.EQ.'APRPGATE' ) THEN
11 FORMAT(1X, 'STgATE VECTOR ESTIMATE XHAT : ,1X,.3(E1.3,2X))
WRITE(41,11) (XHAT( I),I=19, 21)
14 FORMAT(IX, 'MATRIX Q')
C WRITE(41,14)
C CALL PNTMX (Q,NBSrTATES, NBSTATES., NBSITATI"ES, NBSTrATES, L2, E1@,3 W ,L
ENDIF
C
IF (CODE.EQ.'AUPDATE ') THEN
15 FORMAT(IX,'OBSERVATION MATRIX H')
WRITE(41,15)
CALL PNTMX(H,THRRENESTA'ESTHREENBSTATES, 12,'Ei...3 ,4
17 FORMAT(1X,'KALMAN FILTER GAIN MATRIX K:')
WRITE(41., 17)
CALL PNTMX(KG,NBSTATES, THREE,NBSTATES.,THREE.,3:, 'E.0.: ', 4i. 1
18 FORMAT(IX,'MEASUREMENT VECTOR Z')
WRITE(41,18)
WRITE(41,29) (Z(I),I=1,THREE)
20 FORMAT(1X,'RESIDUAL VECTOR RESID')
WRITE(41,20)
WRITE(41.,29) (RESID(I),I=1,THREE)
C XHAT is also updated




C ...... FORMATS ... FORMATS ... FORMATS. . FORMAIS. ... FORMAIS... FORMAS ....
C
7 FORMAT ( /
10 FORMAT (1X.2(XF.,X, F. 4.2X))
E2: FORIA ;. ))
RETURN
SUBl:ROUT I NE APLOiTARY(• i1 1E)



























C.. navigation filter variables
C
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 ) THEN
C




































FORMATi i LE12.5 )
END
C
C S3ubroutine "AF'RF'COV" pertorms the propagat~.ion o.f the .ta:..e vctCr i:
C covariance matrix from the initial time '1-0) t-io -th•1e ltime when the








INCLUDE " ALrCM: MATR I XCB .FORF:
* INCLUDE 'ALTCM:FILTERCB.F:OR
C... variables used here from common block.s
C
C INTEGER*4 TI from CONTfRLCB
C INTEGER*4 MCSAMFPNU from CONTRLCB
* C REAL*8 P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES) from MATRIXCLB
C REAL*8 X(NBSTATES) from MAiTRIXCB





C loop index counter
REAL*8 EXPO(3)
C useful terms in computations
REAL*8 NR(3)
C power densities of Platform gyros random drift rate
REAL*8 ALPHA(3) , BETA(3) ,GAMMA(3)















P( I+XPHF', I+XP)F)=P( I+XF'HF'P, I+XFHF ) +TI ** 2F' ( I+XBEP, I+XBEEF)
f +P(I+XARP,I+XARP)*TIAUF'(I)*.*2*(1-EXPO(I))1 2
f +TAUF' ( I) **3*NR(I) * (T1/TAUF' ( I )-.5.* (1-EXFPO ( I) )
f *(3-EXPO(I)))
F'( I+XPFHPIF'+XARP)=TAUP(I)*F'(I+XARF'P,I+XARF')*(1-EXI'O(I EX'F'O (.( I)
f +.5*rTAUP( I) **2*NR (I) * ( -EXPO (I) ) .*2





P(I -+P- H I.
F( I+XFE ,
P( I+XPHI,P( I+XFPER,P( I+XPHP.,
P( I+XBEP,
I +XBEP) =P( +- XBEP,
I +XFHF ) =F'P I +XPHPI,P
+-!-XPHF i )=i' i +X PHP,
+PF: I +XPFER,,
i+XFPEB)=PI - F I+EB.
I+XPHI )=P( i+XPF'HI ,
I +X PER): =( It +XPER,
I + XP'H I )= (I*' I !+XF'ER ,
I +XP F:'Hp ) =P( I+ X F!:'HF ,P
I +" XIAF, I =F, (i + X PHP  ,
I+XF'PHI =PF' I+XPHP,
I+XBEP) =P (I XPHP f-,I
I+XPHI )=P (I+XPHH,,
1 .+XBEP- ; I
x+'X HiP F+P( I F, '- ., ..z i I ia.-.
I + X FP'EB)
I"- X'EBI +X PER





= TAUPF' I (1--EXPF ( I))
= T*
= SFRT (P(I+X FHP I+XPHP) -ALPHAI(I)X2F ~R:4 F .' *FA:. •*I..-
-BETA ( I ) i ,2•P( I +XBP, I +XEP' PI +X B RTP P,
CON r TINUE
DO 20 I=1,3
X (I+XPHF' ) =ALPHA ( I) :.X ( I+XARPF )+BETA (i ) *X ( I+X IEP')
f +GAMMA (I j: GAUSSFNC S(P(I 01+XPHF', I+XPHP)
X ( I+XFHI )=X ( I+XPHP)F+X (I+XPEB) +X (I+XF'ER)
The true expression may be X(I+XF'HI)=X(I+XF'HF)-K I+)+XF'IEB) +X( IxP ER-DELfTlAEI
but I'm not sure at this moment. If such is the case, -DELTAG(I 3I i. be
added later in Module MEASUR.






CC .. .... ...... ........ ............. I.. ....... .... .................
C
C Subroutine "AFRFPGA3TE" erfor-ms the propagation of thi-e state
C vector and the covariance matri: .
C









time since the last star-tracker upoar.e
REAL*4 DT
C






propagate the filter covariance and state
NOTE: if doing Monte Carlo runs, need only
for first MC sample
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. I )
CALL BPRPSTA(DT)
compute FP]







This moduIle controlIs the loadin, of Shuttle atUtitude d-:at.a f•r-om tdhe
maneuver data file FORO11..DAT
It will read data from aopraopriate file and st.re for later
int.erooiation,., interpolate now, or return to EXEC with th-,e ,data.































































IF ( FRSTPASS ) THEN
C... read the data for the first time depending on ,, the i.•.ss.mo:.,C
C
CALL READDATA2





C... now check if data read is. for time desired: if soj returr wi..t-J1:h dat: a
S c




IF ( SHUTTIME.EQ.CURRTIME ) THEN
IF(DASHUTATT)WRITE(.: )'%-ASHUTATT: returning with data
RETURN
ELSE IF ( OLD(1,).EQ.CURRTIME .OR.
f OLD(2,1).EQ.CURRTIME ) THEN
C
IF ( OLD(1,1) .EQ. CURRTIME ) K = 1
IF ( OLD(2,1) .EQ. CURRTIME ) K = 2
C
IF(DASHUTATT)WRITE(* ,) %-ASHUTATT; returninqg with d.ata
IF(DASHUTATT)WRITE(k,~)'after refilling variable buffers
S c
SHUTTIME = OLD(K, 1)
C
DO 16 I = 1,5






C... if the last data read time is less than the CURRTIME, read more data
C
ELSE IF ( (SHUTTIME .LT. CURRTIME) .OR.
f (OLD(1,1) .LT. CURRTIME) ) THEN




CALL LOADDATA2( OLD i




C... if last data read time is greater than current time, interpoilatic,:n nmust .e
done
C
ELSE IF ( SHUTTIME .GT. CURRTIME) .OR.
( OLD(i.I) .GT. CURRTIME) ) THEN
I
I F . TDgSHUTAT11 ) WR II TE ( ' , :* I -: p. ---T 3LJT i tT,
I F THEN J
C... read the data
CALL READDATA.2
CALL LOADDATA2( OLD )
NR = NR + 1
GO TO 100
ELSE
IF(DASHUTArTT)WRITE (*)'%.-4AHUTATT: in interpotlate 1i,:,::-i
SHUTTIME = CURRTIME




CALL BQUAT*INT ( Fi,P3,CURRTIME, PBSIND 
END IF
ELSE

























"f (PBSIND (I) , I = 1,5)
E0 FORMAT(5D12.5)
SHUTTIME = QPBSIND(1)
IF ( EOF ) GOTO 98
3 RETURN
0 17
STOP 'ERFROR OPEN I NG INPF'.UT IL.E"
*:################# ##i##########*###4##4.##*# ###"#'•" #-# 44~f~~# .#-4. 4, 4 :n











REALU* OLD ( 2,5)
old variables for interpolation






DO 200 I = 1, 5
OLD(2, I) = OLD(I,
200 END DO
OLD (1, 1) = SHUTTIME
DO 210 I = 2, 5

























delta T, propagation interval



























! loop index counters




C... fill [PHII with its constant zeros and
IF (FRSTPASS) THEN
DO 30 I= 1,NBSTATES




























=--phi( ,2). 0 W2








E X P(- D T/ TA UP( 3)




Shi (8k , ) , 0
0
/iAUP2)) 0
T'AUF'3 ( 1-EXF~( " l' I /T1 U.
EXF' (-DT/TAUE2) 0
























































C Subroutine "AUPDAI-TE" updates wi th measulrements from thte Ei.peri.ment
































































C... compute the observation matrix H
CALL BHMX
C






if Monte Carlo runs are being made, KG and P
need only be computed the first time
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 )




















C... Iupdate the predicted state vector
DO 5 I = 1,








XHAT(I) + K,.G(I,j, STEPCNT)*RESID(J)
update the fil.ter covar..ance mnatr:i.x
CALL BUPDCOV
C... Subroutine MANEUVER generates a file containi.nq quaterninc:•s dcescri·inq
C the Attitude and Rotation of the Experiment
C The maneuver parameters have been selected by the User in tne lodule
C AINPUTS.
C File #10 is read later when READDATA is called to read fresn
C Experiment data.















































S2 time-tag initial values
2 coefficients
.3 loop index counters
I 2 numbers of measurements
2 rotation rate quaternions
! change in Orbiter atti. quat.
Exp't attitude quaternion
Indic'd value of above
Quat.Flatfm to Body-of-Shuttle
Indic'd value of above
Conjugate of QPB
! Expe't IMU err.in indic g Inert.frarie
F Platfm IMU err.in indic'q Shuttle Body
Update of QPB
Wide-band indic.err. =A/D cverter err
+hi harmo.err.in gimbi anale readouts
Gimbal angle readout errors
Strapdown Gyro quantization errors
C... function subroutine definition
C

















QRATE ( I ROTAX (I) +2) =ROTRA(I)
S( I ) =SIN (ROTRA(I) ) IMURATE/2)RORA( I)




























SEecause carries no -irna:-- tac
Value of time-taq at TI
Value of time-tan at fL

























C... Subroutine MEASUR generates quaternions describing the Att.iI..u.ide
C and Rotation of the Experiment and quaternions descrribing the Htti..tude
C of the Body of the Shuttle .





































































3 time-tag initial values
coefficient
2 integers
change in Orbiter atti. quLat.




New value of QIBS(5)
Platfm IMU err.in indic'g Shuttle Bodv
Exip't attitude quaternion
Body-of-Exp't to Inert. Quat.
True-to-nominal Body-of--Exo't Quat.
Nominal Body-of-Exp't to Inertial
SInert.-to-Inert.-of-Exp't Quaternion
Expe't IMU err.in indic'g Inert.frame
Wide-band indic.err.=A/D cverter err
S+hi harmo.err.in gimbl angle reado-,uts
Gimbal angle readout errors
Strapdown Gyro quantization errors
Norm of DELTAG(:3.)
Norm of DELTAQ(3.)
Norm of PHIP state
Norm of PHII state
Norm of F'HIE = FHIEEB + F'HIER states
C... function subroutine definition






H L. . .J. V LI L Lt I II E'
ex'-ecui:abie code
T( 1. )=TI
TT (2)-=TT ( . )+ROTDU( 1 )
















S=SIN (ROTRA (I ) Dr/2)/ROTRA( i )





CALL CONJUG (CHS, CHSCJ)
CALL QUATPROD( I BS,QCHSQ IBSNEW)
DO 30 I=1,5










NORMDELTAG=SQRT (DELTAG( 1) t2+DELTAG (2) 2+DELAG ( 3 )`2)
NORMDELTAQ=SQRT (DELTAQ ( 1 ) .*+DELTA () * *2+DELTAQ ( 3) * *.2)
NORMPHIP = SQRT(X(XF'HF'+1)**2+X(XF'HP+2)**2+X(XPFHP+3)**2)
NORMPHII = SQRT(X(XPHI+)t**2+X (XPHI+.2)**I2+X(XFPHI+3)t**"2)












QIEIEIND (J)= DELTAQ(J-2)/ NORMDELTAQ :SINI(NORMDELTAiD/2)
ENDIF
IF (NORMDELTAG.EQ.O) THEN













3 -" D LT G(J- )/N RM E..T;i1" : 'E T ...........
. L . J, T • ' .,. I '  I """ " .,.' L- ".. " . ..
(,)= 0
(J=-X( J-2 X HP)/NORMPHi :i P NRMH, 2)
(J)= X (J--2+XFHI) " ./NORM FH'I SIN (NOFRPHI I 2
END I F
IF WNORMPHIE.EQ.O) THEN
OBEBEN (J )= 0
ELSE











* Value of time-tag
! Value of time-tag










C:... S ubr outin e B HMIIX computes tthe system(-,s [H] matr-i.
SUBROUTIINE BEHMX





















! loop index counters






C... fill [H] with its constant zeros and ones
C
IF (FRSTPASS) THEN
DO 30 I= 1,THREE
























H(1+XPHI,1+XP[ E I)=-12( 4I)EI D4) )2+GBEIEIND(5)*.L k _L x- - 1
in v :2
terms
2 )(:Si. 03- .S )
+ (S 03+ S:1 "1
1-(51842:+52ts2)
H (2+XI 2+XPEB)=--( 1-24. I(BEIEIND( 5) *2+QBEIEIND (3)t .2))
H(3"+XF'HI I ,3+XPEB)=-( 1-2. *(*BEIEIND(3) 2+B IEriND(4) *2) )
H( 1+XPHI, 2+XPFEB) =-2* (IBEIEIND(
H( 1+XPH I, 3+XPEB):=-2* (BEIEIND(
H(2+XPHI,1+XPEB) =-2* (BEIEIND(





H( I+XPHI, J+XPF'ER)=H( I+XPHI
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
* !BEE I E I ND;() 4 h) + (BE I E I N D(
*GBEI E IND( 5) -iG.'BEI E I ND(02)
* CA GBE I E I ND ( 4) -C BS. E I E I: ND i
*QBEIEfND(5)+QBE EIND (2)
*BEIEIND(5) +--QBEIEIND(2)GBEIEIND (5)-GBEI ND (2)
SBE i :'ND(5
L'"! I -E .1 E ]['! i. , '- )
I..- ... 1 i )
I- E I :







This subroutLine calculates the Kal-iman CGain. The eqIL ati.n is (Jere .
i.s the KI alman !3ain, H is the observatio n matri:: r P is t- he C ov a r ianc:
matrix and H."'. is the tranpose of H):
I[ = [F(-)][H. ] H r'(-)H 1




K2 = INV( H F(-H + R


















































mysterious argument used in matrix
... executable code
C... take transpose of H : HT
C
or:












DO 10 I = •NBSTA"I"E
Dt3 2".0 J 1= ,THREE
H"T(I,J) = H(J,I)
20 CONT I 4UE
10 CONTINUE
C
C... multiply/ [P] by [HT1 to get K1
C
C
C >> :MArT8MULI'::< matrix multiplier for REAL.8: co utpte [C: ]=C A
C arguments are:
C matrix . [A], # of rows in [A], # of coils in [A],
C # of rows in array where [A] is stored,
C # of cols in array where [A] is stored,
C matrix IcB] , # of rows in [B], # of cols in EB]j
C # of rows in array where E[B is stored,
C # of cols in array where [B] is stored,
"C matrix [C],
C # of rows in array where [C] is stored,



































K4(I,J) = K3(I,J) + R(I,3)
30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE





C... finally, form K = K













C This subroutine propagates the Covariance matrix F' by the deltat define
C in the transition matri;x. PHI. The equation is (where is the sect-tral noise
C Covariance and -... means transpose):
C
C F'(-)] = [PFHI][PI (+)][FHI] + rI]
C k k-I k-i k-i k-i
C




INCLUDE ALTCM: 'PARAMSDB. FOR "




REAL*4 DT 'time step
C
C... variables used in this module from common blocks
c
C INTEGER*4 NBSTATES from PARAMSDB
C REAL*8 PHI(NBSTATES. NBSTATES) from MA'TRIXCB
C REAL*8 Q(NBSTATES, NBSTATES) from MATRIXCB
C REAL*8 P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES) from/to MATRIXCB
C
SC... local variable definitions
REAL.8 PHITRANS(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C tranpose of [PHI) ( [PHI]" )
REAL*8 PPHIT (NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C P matrix times PHI-"'-
REAL*8 F'HIPPHIT(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C [PHI ] x [P].:)x [PHI ]"
INTEGER*4 I
C loop index counter
INTEGER*4 J




C... take the transpose of the transition matrix
C
DO 20 I = 1, NBSTATES
DO 10 J = i, NBSTATES




C... muliply [P(+)] by PHI.
C k
C







































C... add [E] to result to propagated the Covariance matrix by DT
DO 40 I = 1, NBSTATES
DO 30 J = i, NBSTATES






m4atrix [cA] • I o rows in [A], 4 f - .. in [ ]
# of rows in array where i[A] s stored,
# of cols in array where [A] is stored,
matri::. [B], # of rows in [B], # o f co.:ls in ib],
# of rows in array where [B] is stored,
# of cols in array where [-8i is stored.
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where CC] is stored,







C This subroutine propagates the state vector X by a time deliu.at defined
C in the transition matrix.' PHI. The equation is:
iX(-)] = [PHI:][X(+)] + W
k-1 k--i
for the simulated state vector,, and
[X.(-I-)] = CPHI]IX .. (+)]
k-i k-1
C for the predicted state vector.
C ......................................................................
C
SUBROUT"Ii NE BF'RF'STA (DI")
IMPLI C I T NONE
C... common blocks
C
INCLUDE 'ALTCM : F'ARAMSDB.FiORF
INCLUDE 'ALTCM:MATRIXCB.FOR'
C.. input argument
time since the last propagation



























C loop index counter
C... function subroutine declarations
C
REALL*8 GAUSSFNC8
returns a gaussian random variable with






>>MAT8MULT<< matrix: multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A3, # of rows in [A], # of co








# of cols in array where [A] i.s stored,
matrix [B]I, # of rows in [B], # of c:os in [B.,i
# of rows in array where [B] i.s stored,
# of cols in array w here [B] is stored1
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where [C]

















C... form the propagated state vectors iprediction and simulation)
DO 40 I = i, NBSTATES
XHAT(I) = PHIX(I)
40 END DO











DO 50 I= 1,NBSTATES




s~UBROUT INE BMX DTN)
,.J -.. J -,-"1.1, ) ,,
C ....... ............... ........... ............. .........................















The uodated [Q] matrix ,
Stime between steps
to Common Block MATRIXCB.FOR
C... local variable definitions
c
iNTEGER*4 ' loop index counters
C... executable code
C
DO 30 I = 1,3
CON
Q(I+XPHI,I+XPFHI) = SIGMAEE**.*DT
Q(I+XPHP,I+XPHP) = 2'SIGMARP*'2*TAUP( I)"(DT-2*Ti-LAUP( I) (I-EXF (-Dl
TAUP(I ) )+TAUP (I) /2 ( -EXP (-2DTAUP (T ) ) )
Q(I+XPHIi= , I XA RP) = 2*SIGMARPF**2(TAUP(I)(i-EXFP(-DTiTAUTF(I))
-TAUP(I)/2' ( -EXP(-2*-DT/TiAUP(I ) )
Q(I+XARP,I+XPHP) = Q(I+9,I+15)







C This routine finds a quaternion which interpolates the :2 qu!•aternicns
C I= and FP3. It outputs the quaternnion P2 for a given timne T2 wler-e T12 Js;
C usually but not necessarily comprised between T1 and T'::.
C










qu a t e rn i o n s to inter i. at
resuit f Irnterpoo tLIo'n
time-tag of -2




DELTAFP(5) DELP(5) , P3CONJ(5)
C executable code
C
CALL CONJUG ( P3 , P3CONJ )
CALL OUATPROD ( P1 PF3CONJ q DELP )






















! DELP =R P1
+ DELF'(5)*t:2)
I R = (T2-Ti
I or whatever
DELTAPCJ )
J , P1 ,P2 )
RETURN
END
This subroutine finds and ouputs the CONJUGate PCJ of any given
quaternion P .
C
SUBROUTINE CONJUG ( P , FPCJ )
IMPLICIT NONE
input arouments
ST E P :Is •1] E T L ' ' "".• -
) / (T3-T !)
PCJ (5)
C local variable
I N FE " i•E m 4
:i~!. ut i- a Ler1 Et GL Fn
,:.!tut q L a ter ir ,on




DO 3 I = 3,5
F'CJ(I) -F:(I)
CONTINUE
cosin e par.t is urnc siangnsed tca
! sine part slgns are inverted
RET'URN
END
This subroutine computes and outputs the product P3 of two given
quaternions P1 and P2 .
Denoting P [a ;B ] P = [a ;B 1
,. ,, .
- a ;B .1
1 1
C where a and B represent the real'and vector parts ,R respectively ,
C
C we implement the formulas
C
C a =a - B .B
C 3 .12 1 2
B = aB + aB + : 3
3 1. 2 2 1 1
















H AUXP2(6) !convenient vect-or-s
loop Index counters
e:-ecutable code
P3(!) = 0 ! or whatever : P3 carries no time-tag
P3(2) = P1(2)*P2(2.)-PFl(3)P2(3)--P1(4)*P2 (4)-P1(5)*P2(5)










DO 5 I = 1,3
AUXPF. i +
AUXF'1 (i+3)







DO 8 I =, 3
F'3( I+2) = F'1(2)*F'2( .+2) +PF'2(2):* F' i (+2) +AUXFPi (•i- ) ,A UX P2"' ( :iL .,-2






.. Subroutine BRESIDU ' en era tes the
updating the X-... vector.
The formula used is :
RESID = Z - H .XH(-)
k k k k















































! loop index counters






















































F:1 F T '.4 l
C... This subroutine calculates thie updated (i the
C Covariance matri.x [PI]. The equation is :
1 l C I A .C11i .'.t r rii
















F (NBSTATES , NBSTAI FE 3)
H( THREE,NBSTATES)
KG' ( NBSTAITE3 THREE NUMSTEF')
STEF'CN**
J .rrom
frori!  t.f n o I'R ILL:








product H by P matrix
KGHPF (NBST-ATES,NBSTATES)





C... multiply H by P
::.>>MATMULT<<.: matrix multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A], # of rows in [A], # of cols
# of rows in array where [A] is stored,
# of cols in array where [A] is stored,
matrix CB], # of rows in [B9, # of cois
# of rows in array where [B) is stored,
# of cols in array where 1B] is stored,
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where EC] is stored,








































C mutiply KG by HP










update the [ F' ] matrix
DO 20 I = 1.,NBSTATES
DO 10 J 1= ,NBSTATES



















Subroutt Iine DEFAULJL ass qiqns va.i.l. es to a Eit L 4,..4, .RE.iL.:. or I· -.NE.E ',4
variable : either a value chosen bL-'. tre user or a defau lt value taken
frrom the file DEFAUJLD .
This file actually contains 3 different subroutines correspondino
the 3 types of variables enumerated above : DEFFEAL.4, .DEFEAL. and
DEFINTG4 .





























































































rotation axis for first and second maneuvers
ROTRA(2)
rotation rate for first and second maneuvers
ROTDU(2)
rotation duration for first and second manreuvers
SIMDU
duration of simulation after completion of i aneruvers
DELTAT
integration time step for propagation of IMU errors
IMURATE
the rate of Experiment IMU measurements
iONTiCAR',L ( 2)
flag which if (1) true will randomize variables
differently for each run; if (2) true will
perform a Monte Carlo run
OR IGMEAS
origin of measurements : True if they are read from
source files ,False if they are generated
SEED
initial value of random seed used if .not,1MONTCARL(1)
NUMBSAMP
number of Monte Carlo runs which are to be oerformed
IMCSAMPFNU
Monte Carlo sample being computed currently
A1
time of beginning of maneuver
EOF
End Of File flag for input trajectory data file
,**.,USED AS LOGICAL VAR:ABLE***
**T.NITIALIZE AS ".FALSE."
.. ... . .. ... .IS.I
:Cim.ro Blc'k . wLL.LY' con tains the paramter s ± tcnr:i W.'
simlnLation.
























E ii 7:B.F O
I 5NTEG 1 *4
DEFROTAX2
default axis for-(X=1 , Y =: 2 ° 9 "
defau lt riO t :t
(in rev./min.)
ef ault rotation ,





rate for sec--nd ro L.tio
Iduration or ist t
default duration of simulation aftr maeuvrs ae
been corpletj d
default integration steD (sec,)
DE ILMURA I
dei au l t 'il measurement rate
D EQENBSAMPF'
default number of Monte. Carlo samples to perfor.
DET1
default value of Ti

















R I AL4 ii ,
R E A L. 4
REAL*-4




P"-' F" A I'" -'.1 E T EIF
PARAMETER
F'ARML rE T EiR
PAR ...-. A M E E
PARAMETER
1• •I F ME T E R
PARAMETER
F A RA 1 ET ER
F'APA'ET EP
= 3 t L J. ct~.3· :! Ij
TAUPF3)
tim c nstant for the 3 Platf. ,rt m gyros c 
BG(3)
Shuttle IMU esolver bias
TAUE
time constan, fot -t the 3 Laser -vros
0
i "'"-- i M
..This Common Dlock contains the time K.- stans for the l :ne:at 3')e.a;I**,
nd he laser gyros, and also the Shuttle U sovr bis
(TAI!E = 3600)
36S0 sees i I hour
rIiC:LU.DE 'AL TCM: PARAM. FOR
note : delete (or c ment) the evi . ie. ..
Commf-A n B i i.ock ,I-. ; "',-'i "RiC. B" .-...' i con.i
" 
" , a ri a ,d ..
es;tiae  i-ed st• tes :ilg i. the iKa ma n me t ho;;d. ;Thee









the n umber of
simulation so
storage of KG
steps which have taken place in the
far (STEP COUINT); used for
during Monte Carlo runs
PHI(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
the transition matrix for the filter
Q(NIBSTATES, NBSTATES)
process noise matrix for the filter
PF(NBSTATES, NB•STATES)
the system covariance for the filter
R (THRIIEE, THREE)
the system measurement noise matrix
KG ( NBSTATES, THREE, NUM'STE)F')
the kalman gain for the filter: a matrix
RESID(TTHREE)
the measurement residual Z--H.X
H ( THREE,NBSTATES)
the observation matrix for the filter: a vector
X(NBSTATES)
the simulated state vector
XHAT (NBSTATES)
the predicted state vector
Z ( THREE)
the measurement vector
elements of the matrices
XF'PHI
Attitude of Experiment IMU
XBEE
Laser gyro bias drift rate
XKAY
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At i t u d e of Pia Io U
XARP
Shutt e gro random drift rate
Ex periment MU m isalignmendt biCas
XPER





X. A R F(XPEBE(XPER
C parameters for the .loe•l. This bloc.: alko co~ni-ain.. universal const-nt-.,
C
*c
C Name of thi-s file : ARAMSDB.FOR
C... system model parameters
INTEGER*4 NBSTATES0 the number of state used in the simulation
INTEGER*4 NUMBSTEP
C maximum number of steps which will ake voiace .n the
C simulation tused for storage of Kalman Gain
Sduring Monte Carlo runs
iNiTEGER*4 ONE
C Ithe numiber one (1): used for matrix ooerations
fiTEGERA4 TWO
the numn ber two (2): used for matrix oerations
INTEGER*4 THREE
the number three (3): used for iatrix op;erations
0 PARAMETER (NBSTATES = 24)
PARAMETER (NUMBSTEP = 1000)
PARAMETER (ONE = 1)
PARAMETER (TWO = 2)


















epsilon .- a small number
EPSN8














laser gyro bias drift rate
SIGMKEY
laser gyro scale factor
SIGMPHP
platform IMU attitude misalignment
SIGMBEP
platform IMU bias drift rate
SIGMARP








C bias misalignmen t in Ex per.m e t Case i. n
REAL*8 SIGMPER
C Experiment IMU misaligniimeni t due to body .xre




R A't :*"• ,&
SIG'MAEE
laser gyro r..ndom wali drift
SIGMABG















(SIG.ABG = 1. 4 5 4. -4)T






=1 a•r sec. .or a ch-.a in e...
=0. •'.21 deg .*( .().-.
=3Z arc- secs.
SIGMANG
Wide-bandindication error reflecting the cumuilative
effect of A/D converter error and the higher harmonic
errors in gimbal angle read-outs(I sigma/axis)
SIGMAQG
Experiment gyros quantization error(! siqma/axis
(SIGMANG = 1.i49D-004)
(SIGMAQG = 1.400D--06)
.- 3.7 'ar e




PAR AM TE R
PARAMETER
F'A A I'II E T E.C , ) I E l"FER
F'P A `AI' E TE R





i This coi on b• o:I , i. r T ontain s ivar  ab I i c c n ro
C by a plotting roLut:Line.
















if T. outputs data every second to a file f'e•r i.::. •t :i•
LF'LOTS ' (7)
variable for individual plots
PLOTS(6)
not currently used , leave initial values u;nchanged
NUIMFP
not currently used, leave initial values unchanged
TITLE(17)
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